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by Hillary R. Bercovici
Last week's Tripod publicized
;ie existence of an ad hoc group
Drmed for the purpose of
•rotesting Marine recruitment on
He Trinity campus. Many rumors
f the group's plans circulated on
le eve of the confrontation. The
intr^dministration's stand on the issue
he^ad not yet been made clear to the
mit'ublic. What is the history of|ielo Events that took place prior to
one'esterday's sit-in at the Career
•76' 'ounseling Office?
Peter Jessop was reached for
omment on Sunday evening,
ore the 9 p.m. Jackson Lounge
leeting. He confirmed that the
0 roup was planning to sit-in at
areer Counseling Office, but
stinted out that plans would not be
ilidified until the meeting that
iren'ng. Asked whether or not the
jfoup planned to risk breaking any
allege regulations in the process,
essop indicated that the
sibility existed. Jessop also
d that the consequences of any
tions that students might take on
,on. would be made known to
eryone in attendance at the
Lfickson Lounge meeting.|J. Ronald Spencer, Dean of
hidents, outlined the ad-
ministration's position on the
sue. He said if the sit-in were to
Sturb the regular functioning of
le Career Counseling Office, or if
e sit-in were to interfere with the
ruitment process, he would be
in treed to disciplinary action,
bencer stressed that
1.) any action he might take was
"...to be construed as a con-
'nement or an endorsement of
rine or military recruitment on
ttipus,"
2.) he would be acting as a
ilege official, upholding the
rights of other students and ad-
ministrators trying to utilize or
work in the Career Counseling
Office;
3.) he wanted to take the
minimum action necessary to
remedy the situation.
The scheduled Jackson Lounge
meeting of sit-in supporters was
attended by' over thirty Trinity
students, faculty, and staff
members. A plan for action was
distributed in the form of a
mimeographed sheet. The sheet
also outlined the group's objectives
as being "D to prevent the Marines
•from recruiting members of the
. Trinity community" and "2) to
expose the College's bogus position
of academic neutrality." ,
The meeting lasted for more
than three hours, during which
time a scenario for Mon. was
discussed. A general agreement
was made that the plan of action
would be the following:
Before the Marines arrived,
students would gather to place
people handing out leaflet and
lookouts at designated locations;
Attempts would be made by the
group to prevent the Marines from
setting up in Career Counseling;
students would refuse to vacate,
if asked;
If suspension and/or arrest
were threatened, the group would
divide into previously arranged
groups of 'registers' and 'recir-
culator; The first group would
resist and get arrested, the second
would leave when threatened but
return later.
The 'recirculators' would return
to exercise their rights to see the
Marines, thus further hampering
efforts to recruit Trinity com-
munity members.
by Hillary R. Bercovici
Yesterday, 14 students received
summary suspensions as a result
of their activities, stemming from
their involvement in sit-in ac-
tivities at the Career Counselling
Office.
The students were part of a
group of forty-three individuals
occupying the office to protest and
prevent Marine recruitment on
campus.
The following is a basic outline of
the events of the group yesterday,
from assembly to break-up;
9; 05 - Dean Spencer reem-
phasized the possible con-
sequences of the group's intentions
before any action had been taken
on Career Counseling. This
meeting was informal, on the
Quad.
9:37 - The students assembled in
front of Career Counseling Office,
keeping both entranceway and
Long Walk passable.
9:38 -- Various faculty members
arrived on the scene in an ap-
parently unorganized and in-
dividual manner.
9:39 - Peter Jessop and another
student sit-in representative went
into the Career Counseling Office
and informed the secretary, Mrs.
Beverly Clark, that the group
would be sitting-in at the office, but
that every effort would be made to
allow the office to function nor-
mally. However, the students did
not expect to allow the Marine
recruiters to enter the office. They
also indicated that their sit-in
would be non-violent.
9:45 -- The group began coming
into the Career Counseling Office
and sitting on the floor.
9:52 ~ By this time, seventeen
individuals had arrived and were
peacefully sitting-in.
9:58 - A reading of various
authors had begun with over 40
persons occupying the office.
10:00 - The Marines' car was
sighted heading toward the
campus center.
10:02 - The Maine recruiters
arrived at the Career Counseling
Office, and stood outside the
doorway. The students moved
closer together in the doorway to
the office in an effort to prevent the
Marines from entering:
10:03 - Christopher Shinkman,
career counselor, shook hands the
two Marines over the sitting
crowd. Shinkman asked the group
if they intended to allow the
Marines to pass into the office. The
group responded that they did not,
but that Shinkman was free to exit
if he so desired.
10:04 - Shinkman was asked if he
would care to discuss the issue of
the student occupation. Shinkman
replied that he would not, and
proceeded to telephone Spencer to
register a complaint. The readings
continued.
10:06 - The group allowed an
office employee to enter, but
sealed the door behind him with
their bodies.
10:15 -- Spencer arrived at the
doorway of the office. He informed
them of the College's regulations
concerning interference with
authorized recruiting, and ex-
plained the administrative action
he would take if the students did
not vacate the premises. He also
indicated the rationale behind
those actions which thead-
ministration might take in
response to the issue at hand.
Spencer then invited discussion
from the group.
10:23 - Spencer left the doorway
to consider the group's proposal to
vacate the office on the condition
that the Marines wold not return,
that day, and that there would be a
forum established to discuss the
issues relevant to the con-
frontation. Group discussion en-
sued inside the office.
10:49 - Spencer returned to the
doorway and asked for
spokespersons to speak with the
administration. The suggestion
was made that discussions be
conducted with the group as a
whole, with or without designated
spokespersons. Spencer withdrew
to consider this suggestion. The
group formed a resolution of
demands regarding their with-
drawal from the office.
10:55 - Spencer returned and
said the administration foresaw no
promise in a discussion of prin-
ciples which neither side was
willing to compromise. • Some
discussion among the group
followed. Spencer then charged the
group with being in violation of
college regulations, stating that he
had no choice but to summarily
suspend the students involved in
the sit-in. Some protesters left, but
some 20 who were students. He
repeated his request that everyone
leave the office, upon pain of legal
action.
11:17 - The remaining 20 refused
to leave the office. Spencer made a
list of their names.
11:25 - Spencer left the office to
make "the necessary legal
arrangements."
11:50 - The Marines left the
campus.
11:53 - The individuals oc-
cupying the Career Counseling
Office vacated that office.
(Continued on page 3)
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Sag® Not the Answer to Mather Crowds
by Jeff Dufresne
"The Cave is simply not
equipped to handle the large
crowds which developed under last
year's (Trinity term) meal plan,"
commented Dave Myers, SAGA
Food Services Director. SAGA
Food Services has consequently
deemed honoring meal tickets in
the Cave this year both
economically and practically
unfeasible.
The Cave was originally opened
to students on the meal plan to
curtail excessive crowding in the
upstairs dining facilities as well as
to offer the students greater
variety in meal service.
The dining complex of the
Mather Campus Center has since
been renovated and a new room is
presently under construction to
provide additional seating. Tables
have been temporarily set up in
Wean Lounge to accommodate
diners, while construction on the
Mather dining room extension
continues.
The completion date for the
extension is Nov. 1, 1975.
Therefore, one of the major
privations which called for the use
of the Cave under the meal plan
has been fulfilled.
"The structural limitations of
the Cave also handicapped its
successful use as an alternative
eating arrangement for the
students," remarked Ellen
Mulqueen, Dean of Student Ser-
vices.
As many as 150 to 200 people
would arrive at the Cave during
specific meal times each day.
Since the room has a maximum of
Inner City Exchange:
Good Program, But Poor
As reported in the Sept. 23 issue
of the Tripod, the Inner-City Ex-
change was vandalized, early this
month. Since then the Exchange
has been trying to raise the $30,000
needed to pay for the damages.
Of the total amount the in-
surance company is paying $6,500,
$5,374 have been raised through
donations, but $18,126 must still be
raised, ,
The amount raised at Trinity
College last Tuesday was, as Ivan
A. Backer put it, "A very small
amount ($60 to $65)." He added
that in the next few weeks more
money will hopefully be raised to
help pay for the reconstruction of
the center.
The Inner City Exchange is not
relying only on the contributions of
private groups and individuals.
They plan dances, a tag sale, and a
dinner to help raise money.
Although the Inner City Ex-
change has suffered from the
damage caused by the vandals -
who have not been caught - it has
not been knocked out. At present
the place has been cleaned up and
this year's programs are in the
final planning stages. The Ex-
change planning to open up within
the next few weeks.
To implement these plans,
however, the Inner City Exchange
needs something which money
cannot provide - volunteers.
The center is located in North
Hartford in a neighborhood suf-
fering from low income and high
unemployment, But, as Trinity
College graduate Larry Woods
said, they are a proud neigh-
borhood which has to overcome
many problems such as poor
housing.
The Inner City Exchange is just
one way to overcome these
problems. Through its many
programs, the Exchange is helping
to improve the quality of life in
North Hartford. Among its
programs is the Big Sister-Little
Sister Program, which provides a
friend and activities for girls from
6-17 years old. Another is the after-
school recreation program for
children. Local neighborhood
programs such as NECCO and
Community Outreach Work help
local residents fight problems that
arise from lack of clothing and food
and help them to express them-
selves politically by having voter
registration drives.
Woods said that in addition to
helping the local people the Ex-
change could also be of benefit to
Trinity students. He commented,
"This is a great opportunity for the
students at Trinity to help out. It
would be perfect for education or
sociology majors because it would
give them a chance to, use and-
further their education." They
would help to "build and invest in
other people's lives".
Trinity is not presently involved
with the Inner City Exchange.
Woods feels that as a former
student at Trinity he should get
some support from the College.
Steve Minot, assistant professor
of English said, "We at Trinity
have a responsibility to help people
in Hartford."
Currently plans are being drawn
up to have Woods come to Trinity
to speak about the problems in
North Hartford and to tell the
students at Trinity how they can
help.
125 "usable" seats, however,
crowding often developed, said
Myers.
Traditionally, less people eat on
the meal plan during the second
semester, and this also gave rise to
a greater influx of people in the
Cave at meal time. Graduate
students, faculty members, and
others who habitually used the
area during these hours often did
not find seating space.
Staffing behind the counter and
vat the grill was also a problem
because of the lack of proper space
and facilities. "The addition of
hired help within the confined
quarters would not help the
situation," said Myers.
"Fast food operations are more
expensive then preparing meals
for a group as a whole," affirmed
Mulqueen.
Approximately 300 extra people
were served at the Cave daily
under the operation last year,
creating sizeable expenses of food
service which had to be incurred
by SAGA. Myers, however,
Richter Speaks On Emigration
Trin* Students Attend
SSSJ Rally
by Ken Grossman
The plight of Russian Jews
wanting to emigrate from the
Soviet Union served as the focal
point of a rally held at Temple
Beth-El of West Hartford on Wed.
evening, Sept. 24.
Glenn Richter, the national
coordinator of the Student Struggle
for Soviet Jewry (SSSJ), was the
principal speaker. He was en-
thusiastically received by the
members of the community and
the handful of Trinity Hillel
members who attended.
Richter spoke of the need for
American Jews to establish links
with Soviet Jews in both substance
and spirit. He stressed the im-
portance of making the Soviet
Government aware of American
sympathy for oppressed people.
He said this may be ac-
complished by either directly
corresponding with Soviet Jews, or
through demonstrations and
lobbying in the United States.
Actions of this sort bolster the
morale of Soviet Jews, but more
importantly, according to Richter,
they place extra pressure on the
Soviet authorities whey they see
the wide extent of opposition to
their policies.
Richter bemoaned the absence of
any religious or cultural sen-
time'htsM'n most Russian Jews. He
said atheism and the denial of
cultural heritage are standard
ideological practices of. the Soviet
Government. Thus, he explained,
most Soviet Jews, even if they are
fortunate enough to have their
emigration approved, have little
understanding or consciousness of
their Jewish identity. For this
reason,, asserted Richter,
American and Israeli Jews should
be even more adamant in asserting
their own identities.
Richter gave countless examples
of persecution and terror designed
to discourage and deter Jews from
seeking to emigrate. He said the
Russian Secret Police (KGB)
harassed individuals seeking exit
visas by fabricating false criminal
charges against them, having
them removed from their jobs, and
transforming them into what is
known in the Soviet Union as "non-
persons" - people who according
to the government bureaucracy no
longer exist, and thus have no ties,
no rights, and little or no chance of
having their emigration papers
McCook
Open Eves
Beginning Monday, September
29 the McCook Library will be open
from 7 until 11 p.m. on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thur-
sday evenings, for study and
reference use. These evening hours
are being arranged on a trial basis
by the Department of Mathematics
and the Department of Physics
with the support of Dean Edwin P,
Nye.
The purpose of these added hours
is to provide students with study
facilities in the evening which are
alternative and in some respects
superior to those in the main
Library.
Significant and responsible
student use of the McCook Library
will help to insure that it will be
kept open on a permanent basis
during the indicated periods.
Expedited.
Richter's organization was
founded in 1964 as a national
volunteer movement. The impetus
for it came from the state of mind
.'which was part and parcel of the
American Civil Rights movement
of the early 1960's.
Richter explained that he and
other Jews who were involved in
American Civil Rights activities
felt that they should work on their
own behalf as well as for other
people.
The activities of the SSSJ include
documentation and adopt-a-family
projects. The documentation
projects involve playing cat and
mouse with Soviet authorities as
they illegally intercept com-
munications between Soviet Jews
and people of other nationalities.
The SSSJ attempts to unearth
these kinds of indicents in order to
report them to the proper in-
ternational authorities.
They also sponsor Adopt-A-
Family projects, which foster
personal links between American
Jews and potential Soviet
emigrants.
At present over 110,000 Jews
have emigrated from the Soviet
Union, and countless thousands
more are probably waiting for
visas, according to Richter.
He sees an encouraging sign for
the future in the strong
congressional support for the
Jackson Amendment, The
Amendment provides for trade
agreements between the Soviet
Union and the United States, but
with the stipulation that the Soviet
Government loosen its restrictive
emigration policies. The United
States Senate approved this bill by
an overwhelming vote of 81 to
none.
disclosed no figures concerning
SAGA's financial loss as a result of |
honoring meal tickets at the Cave'
last year.
In order to make the operation
work, there was a need for either
total honesty on the part of the
students being served or a
foolproof checking process,"
Myers said, "Since the system in
the Cave lacked both of these
essentials, it was neither efficient
nor economically practicable," he
added.
During the latter half of the
Trinity term last year, many Cave
users were taking only the high-
cost items, such as yogurt, which
also proved costly to SAGA Food
Services.
Meyers said, "We are always
experimenting to make the dining
situation better for the students,
Some systems are more beneficial
to the students than to the food
supplier, as was the case in the
Cave." "Every system has its
flaws, but we are always trying to
correct them," he added.
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The Portuguese-controlled
Azores have become a key outpost
in the intensifying struggle bet-
ween the U.S. and the USSR for
control of the seas.
As strife rocks Portugal, Pen-
tagon planners fear most not for'
the air bases on the Azores — used
in the October, 1973 U.S. airlift to
Israel during the Yom Kipper war
— but for the naval bases. They
form a vital link in a billion dollar
network of tracking stations that
enable the U.S. to monitor Soviet
missile-launching submarines in
the Atlantic.
Pentagon strategists regard the
Soviet nuclear submarine fleet as
the top military threat to the U.S.
The Soviets now have 110 nuclear
and 250 diesel subs, some with
missiles capable of striking U.S.
cities 1,800 miles away — others
Good Hope to European ports like
Rotterdam — vital for those crude
oil carriers too big to use the Suez
Canal; and the 4,000-mile sea lane
linking the U.S. 6th Fleet in the
Mediterranean to its main supply
bases on the East Coast.
Without the Azores, Pentagon
planners fear Soviet subs could, in
the event of a war over Europe, cut
off both links, strangling the flow of
oil, food and supplies to Western
Europe, as well as isolating the 6th
Fleet.
Today, the Azores are crammed
with the most sophisticated
tracking devices and anti-sub
; weapons in "tHeiw,OPldUa«»..<t,>.;.
Forming the core of this vast
apparatus are sonar surveillance
devices called the Azores Fixed
Acoustics Range, installed on the
underwater slopes of the
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capable of destroying U.S. mil i tary
and commercia l vessels within
shorter range.
The Azores — a seven-island
archipelago in the mid Atlantic, 800
miles from Lisbon — are
strategically located to monitor
any Soviet sub in the Atlantic or the
Mediterranean within a 1,000 mile
radius.
"There is nothing in the world
which compares to the strategic
importance . . . of the Azores and
Iceland" (the other key U.S. base
in the Atlantic). Navy Secretary J.
William Middendorf told Congress
last March,
Now, with the sharp left turn in
Lisbon, the leases of U.S. bases on
the Azores islands of Terceira and
Santa Maria are being
"renegotiated." Should they be
cancelled, the Pentagon would
have a gaping hole in its tracking
capabilities.
The Azores tracking stations also
safeguard access to Western
Europe's major sea links: the
main super tanker route linking
the Persian Gulf via the Cape of
volcanically formed islands. The
sonar devices pick up the sound
"signatures" of Soviet subs aw
feed them into computers at the
naval station on Santa Maria
island.
On neighboring Terceira island,
land-based Lockheed P-3 Orion
aircraft form a second detection
system. The planes regularly sow
the seas with sonobuoys — 'W
objects equipped with hydrophones
that listen for signals from sub-
merged subs, then relay them back
by radio to the aircraft and com-
puters. Once the sub's position »
fixed, U.S. aircraft, destroyers "r
hunter killer subs can move in-
Terceira island serves as a"
auxiliary base for the U.S. hunter
killer submarines stationed flj
Rota, Spain. These subs design^
to quietly stalk and sink lhe}r
Soviet counterparts, are the sing*
most important anti-submari^
weapon in the U.S. arsenal.
Completing the Azores-centei*
undersea surveillance system s>
the carrier based SH-3 helicoptei
and S-3A anti submarine 01ITr'?a
that can range fiOO miles ahead oi^
convoy or task force and so
sonobiioy fields as they go.
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The Marines Aren't Here Anymore
by Staff Correspondents
When asked for a comment on
whether they viewed their sit-in as
a success, members of the group
which occupies Career Counselling
yesterday simply stated, "The
Marines aren't here anymore," It
was their opinion that the day's
events spoke for themselves.
Immediately following the
departure of the Marines from
campus and the departure of the
group from the Career Counselling
Office, the group announced there
would be a meeting in Jackson
Lounge at 7;00 p.m. that evening.
The Tripod looked for comment
from all persons directly and in-
directly involved in this issue. J.
Ronald Spencer, Dean1 of Students,
said the students who had been
summarily suspended could expect
, some kind of disciplinary action to
• take place as-a result of their ac-
; tivities Monday. He mentioned that
:
 he hoped to "get the ball rolling"
I by today. He said that he had made
I a verbal agreement to see those| suspended students in his office at.
,,9:00 a.m. this morning to discuss
the process of adjudication which
is to ensue.
Ray Barglow, instructor in the
Philosophy Department, was
among those individuals directly
involved with the sit-in. Edwin P.
Nye, Dean of the Faculty was
asked whether he could comment
on the status of Barglow with
regard to any disciplinary matters
to which Barglow might be subject.
Nye refused comment on the
grounds that he had not yet spoken
with Barglow on this matter. He
said that he would be looking into
Barglow's involvement in the sit-
in, and would try to determine
Barglow's role in the affair. He
mentioned that faculty members
have often led constructive roles in
student disputes, yet could not
comment on Barglow in particular,
for the above mentioned reasons.
Nye did indicate that the final
decision on what constituted the
forementioned "constructive role"
would be his own, as Dean of the
Faculty.
When interviewed after the
sequence of events this morning,
President Theodore D. Lockwood
noted that there were three major
«
Hlf
.The Marines
(Continued from page 1
'H Dean Spencer met with mem-
P'l bers of the group of protesting
\ students shortly after they vacated
the Career Counselling Office.
^Spencer sat on the quad with the
>';group, which included those who
Cl
,had been summarily suspended.
*'" He again indicated, as he had
•^explained to the students at the
""•time of the suspension, the terms of
ithe summary suspension. He also
^explained that those teems could
j[,be found under the appropriate
.junction of the handbook. Spencer
-jclid reiterate the fact that the
suspensions would not appear on
vasthe students' records, and that the
atjsuspension was a temporary one.
til Spencer answered various
i ^ questions from the group members
^concerning the actions to be taken
•in the near future. He said that
'some kind of disciplinary action
'would be taken against those
students suspended, and that his
office would be sending each of
•those students letters informing
them of their suspension status.
He noted that it would be unlikely
.that his office would be able to get
;these letters to the students by
iearly Tues. morning. Nonetheless,
. he went on, he said he felt he should
meet with the suspended students
'as soon as possible. Tues. at 9:00
a.m. was verbally agreed upon by
Spencer and the concerned
students as a mutually convenient
time for the meeting.
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Spencer indicated that he felt his
rapport with even those members
of the group who were suspended to
be still friendly. The informal tone
and relaxed atmosphere of the
gathering appeared to confirm
these feelings on the parts of both
participants in the dialogue.
Before leaving, Spencer men-
tioned that he expected to be free
for at least past of the remainder of
the day. He said he would be
All college meeitng
t o m o r r o w n i g h t
"Should the Marines
Be Allowed On Cam-
pus?" 7:30 P.M.
Washington Room
available to speak with any
member or members of the group
who might wish to see him to
discuss any aspect of the. mor-
ning's events.
After Spencer left, students and
other interested parties continued
to distribute leaflets to people on
the Long Walk, but did not return
to the Career Counselling Office. .
No further, incidents were
reported by the Career Counselling
Office.
points involved. First, he noted, the
"institutional response (of the
College) is not to criticize the kind
of concern which prompted the
students involved." He felt that
they were perfectly free to express
their views and concerns-in fact,
such an expression is an essential
part of the democratic system of
which we are a part.
Further, the problem the College
has to face, Lockwood declared, is
the way the students chose to
express their concern, namely that
of blocking access to the Career
Counselling Offices and preventing
interested students from seeing
legal representatives of a
recruiting agency. In this incident,
he said, the students intruded on
the normal operation of the
College.
Lockwood also noted that the
College administration fully in-
tended to follow normal procedure
in reviewing the cases of those
students who participated.
According to J. Ronald Spencer,
Dean of Students, involved in-
cluded 14 currently enrolled un-
dergraduates, two students
presently on voluntary withdrawl,
one alumnus, and two 'outsiders"
with no official connection with the
College. Spencer noted that the two
students on voluntary withdrawal
would be subject to "some kind of
proceedings" before they would be
readmitted.
No action was immediately
planned against the alumnus and
the two outsiders, although, con-
tinued Spencer, the College would
reserve the right to call in the civil
authorities.
The Marines:
Their Side
by Meri Adler
...Meanwhile out in the hall, the
Marines were approached by two
potential recruitees, discussed
procedures for enlistment and
Marine career opportunities.
Although the student protestors
had succeeded in blocking the
Career Counselling Office, the
Marine Recruiters were still able
to talk to interested parties.
Approached by Tripod reporters,
faculty members and interested by
systanders the following con-
versation with one o the Marine
recruiters, Major Larkin ensued.
Asked his response to the protest,
he said that the "Marine Corps is
my business, Trinity is Trinity's
business." He said that he hoped
the police would not be called in
and that he felt the sit-in was not
the right way to decide the law. He
further stated that his freedom was
being lost here (at Trinity in this
instance) in the name of something
else,
"What do they believe in?"
Larkin asked. "That the U.S.
should disarm? That we should
stay off quality campuses?" He
said. If such was the case, then
Larkin felt that the Marines would
get a lower quality of people and
become a sort of "animal" force.
He said that the protestors were
preventing him from talking to
people and possibly attracting high
quality people into the Marine
Corps.
Within the last two years, Larkin
stated,. he faced only one other
protest at a college campus. This
protest occurred at Rhode Island
College. The group responsible for
this protest was The Attica
Brigade, Larkin said, He further
stated that they were not a
cohesive, organized unit.
Larkin also said that • the ap-
parent leaders of the Rhode Island
protest were not members of the
Rhode Island College community
and were forced to leave the school
grounds; for that reason in the
guise of police was not a means of
persuasion.
An unidentified spokesperson at
the Rhode Island College Career
Counseling Office confirmed
Larkin's description of the event.
She said that the protest was of a
verbal nature, with protestors
attempting to block the way of the
Marine Recruiters and that she
considered the protest in-
significant since the Marines had
only one appointed scheduled for
the day of the protest. There has
been no similar disturbance since.
Asked if they understood the
protestors' position', Larkin stated
that he respected the opinions of
others. He referred to a "blue
sheet" being distributed by the
protestors as a "lie." (The Tripod
assumes that the sheet in question
was the anunamious resolution
passed by the protesters on Sunday
night. The Tripod also assumes
that the portion of the resolution
referred to as a "lie," is the
following; "Whereas:
- the United States military
machine for which the Marines are
recruiting is massively destructive
of human life and welfare world-
wide)
Asked if indeed, the Marines
were not used for that (massive
destruction of human life and
world-wide welfare) Larkin said
that the Marines were not decision-
makers and that it was the armed
forces, in general, and not just the
Marines, who were involved with
Vietnam. ' •
Larkin also said that the Marines
are not part of the nation's policy
council, but are "the nation's force
in readiness." He said that they
have accomplished some positive
things such as the evacuation of Da
Nang. He stated that to the best of
s
 his knowledge, Marines were not
involved in Laos or Cambodia and
that as to foreign policy, there is
much discord in the military, it-
self.- - •.•,... '': •  • v • '- ./ •
Larkin admitted that he does not
sleep in his uniform. ' \ :
A Case Against College
(CPA) - There was a time when
going to college was an honor, a
promising sign, a good omen for
the future. Jobs were plentiful for
the upwardly mobile. College-
educated people were thought to be
bound for a better world, armed
with the ability to think and
analyze that they had acquired in
college. If everyone were college
educated, many people thought,
the world would be a better place to
live.
But Caroline Bird, author of the
controversial book The Case
Against College,. and a college
graduate herself, argues that these
were just society's myths during
the education boom of the late
fifties and sixties. The space race
with Russia was in progress and.
mass higher education seemed to
be the hope of the future.: But
statistics in the early seventies
show that many college graduates
are working in factories, driving
cabs or waiting oh tables. It is not
only the shortage of jobs which
have driven the well-educated into
manual labor, Bird claims. It has
also become apparent to some that
college graduates are not the in-
valuable commodity they once
were thought to be.
Why then, Bird wonders
rhetorically,, are so many young
people still flocking to college*
knowing that four years of training
won't insure them a job in their
fields? It is partly the religion of th
liberal arts education, Bird con-
cludes. A body of worship has come
to surround the liberally educated
person. No one dares to propose
that better and more useful
learning can be obtained outside
the university walls. The ideal
Rena i s sance-s ty le l ibera l
education is an unquestioned good.
But Bird suggests that learning
outside the university would be a
better choice for as many as a third
of the students now in college who.
came to get away from home, to be
independent without really cutting
off all ties or just to pass four years'
without having to take an un-
promising job.
Bird's evaluation of the college
experience has been the subject of
heated criticism by college ad-
ministrators and students.
(Continued on page 7)
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At The Comicon
Enthusiastic Reception of American Art
by Greg Potter
Want to make money? Lots of it?
Don't throw away your hardearned
dollars on stocks, stamps and
jewels. Invest in a good comic
book! Sound ridiculous? If so,
consider these facts: The first
issue of The Amazing Spider-Man
which, in 1963, you could have
bought on any newsstand for 12£ is
now worth $120. The first issue of
Whiz Comics (featuring Captain
Marvel) which you could have
bought in 1940 for 1Q£ is now worth
$1,000. And the first issue of Action
Comics (featuring Superman)
originally selling in 1938 for 10$ was
recently was recently sold to a
collector in New York City for the
phenomenal sum of $4,000!
Incredible as it may seem, comic
book collecting and dealing is big
business. So big, in fact, that comic
book- fans hold dozens , of con-
ventions yearly all over the
country where collectors and
dealers meet to buy, sell, trade,
' swap, beg and cajole in order to fill
the gaps in their collections. One
such convention (or "comicon" as
the fans refer to it) was held a
week ago Sunday, September 21, in
East Hartford's Holiday Inn. At-
tendance was heavy and the profits
for dealers, enormous. One happily
announced that his day's sales
totaled $400. Another gasped that
he'd never guessed there were so
many comic book fans in the
Hartford area. "Where do they all
come from?"
Where indeed? It is not often that
a comic book fan admits his mania
publically. He's afraid of ridicule.
After all, his parents, his teachers
and even his peers tell him that
comics are kids stuff. That at
twenty-one years of age, he should
be ashamed to be a. subscriber to
Batman. That his artistic tastes
should focus on Bernini rather than
Jack Kirby. And this is a shame.
There is no art-form so
American as the comic book, no
mythology so stirring and complex
as that of the modern super-hero.
Comic books have come a long way
from their commercially-oriented
beginnings in the 1940's, Artists
such as Jack Kirby and Will Eisner
have elevated the comic book story
to the level of high art. Innovators
such as Gil Kane have published
hard-cover, full-length comic book
novels. Concerned professionals
like Wally Wood have published
non-profit, high-quality comic art
magazines for no other reason than
love of the comics medium. (These
magazines are continually
published in the red.) And in recent
years, Harvard University has
been publishing a periodical
devoted solely to comic books,
unblushingly comparing them with
the paintings of DuChamp and the
films of Fellini (who is, by the way,
an avid comic book fan in his own
right).
For these reasons, and for many
more, thousands have become
comics addicts. But it takes a
comicon like that East Hartford
last Sunday to bring them to the
fore. Once they get together, there
is no stopping them. They buy up
the adventures of their favorite
heroes quicker than zap! pow!
They debate the merits of Marvel
Comics versus DC (the two major
competitors in the field today),
. They wonder when Spider-Man will'
ever get rid of his acne. And they
await with bated breath the
coming of the all-new Superman
movie (with screenplay by Mario
"Godfather" Puzzo). "I hope it's
soon," one fan wailed, "I want to
see Krypton blow up. I want to see
if they do it as good as the comics."
Never. They'll never do it as
good as the comics. The incredible
fantasy world of the comics is too
delicate to be captured on film.
Movie and TV adaptations of
comics characters invariably
resort to satire and "camp". TV
versions of Superman and Batman,
movie versions of Blackhawk and
Doc Savage, have all, ultimately,
failed. This is because no other
medium can create the degree of
"suspension of disbelief" that the
comics do. They're fun, they're
colorful, they're an alive art-form.
Even the comics dealers, thos
wicked wizards who soak rabk
comics fans for outrageous prices;
even they fall victim to the graphlcl
story mania. "Oh, I could make my
living just selling old comic
books," said one dealer at the
Hartford comicon, "but I don't,
Every penny I make goes back into
my private collection."
Meanwhile, over 250,000 readers
buy a copy of Superman eacl
month. Over 4,000 fans attend the
annual New York Comic Art
Convention each and every July
4th. The work of comic artist Jacl
Davis regularly appears on \te
cover of Time magazine. And
Connecticut has its first comiconiii
East .Hartford, No wonder that,
upon leaving the East Hartford
comicon, many fans, tightl]
clutching bunches of riewl.
purchased comics and sportin
Incredible Bulk T-shirts, a
claimed, "They've got to do t l
again! They've got to!"
Note; There will be a g
comicon in Boston during tin
weekend of October 3-5. Gues
speakers, films, art displays and
of course, comics will be featured
Anyone wishing additional in
formation or a ride should contad
Greg Potter at Box 1729.
Candidate Selection
(CPS)-In California, a white
male who claims that he was kept
out of medical school while a
minority student of lesser ability
was accepted is ,' suing the
University of California. In
Kansas, a white male who com-
plains that he was denied a
university job solely because it was
reserved for a minority or woman
is suing the University of Kansas.
In New York and Minnesota,
similar suits have been filed.
As the job market tightens
across the country, and the
competition to get into medical and
other professional schools turns
vicious, ' white males are
•challenging university affirmative
action and racial quota programs
with charges of "reverse
discrimination."
Using the fourteenth amendment
of the Constitution of the United
States-the same amendment used
to initiate civil rights programs
and legislation-white males claim
that they are suffering solely
because of their race and sex.
The controversy first reached
the public eye when Marcos
DeFunis, Jr. filed suit in 1971
. charging that he was refused
admission to the University of
Washington Law.School while 38
minority group applicants who had
worse academic records than he
did were accepted. DeFunis was
admitted to the law school when a
superior court ruled in his favor.
The Washington State Supreme
Court reversed'the decision but
allowed DeFunis to remain in
school pending an appeal to the US
Supreme Court.
Since DeFunis was a third-year
law student on the verge of
graduating when the case finally
reached the Supreme Court, that
court ruled the case moot, ex-
plaining that DeFunis would
graduate no matter what the
outcome. Neither side was pleased
with the decision.
Cases similar to the DeFunis
case are bound to reach the
Supreme Court again. A Superior
Court judge ruled in a case brought
against the University of
California (UC) that the quota
system for minority admissions at
the UC-Davis Medical School was
unconstitutional. An attorney for
UC, which has appealed to the
state Supreme Cpurt, said "it can
be pretty safely assumed that
whoever loses will appeal to the
United States Supreme Court."
The controversy of reverse
discrimination is complicated
because "it is not between good
guys and bad guys, but between
very sophisticated and very dif-
ficult end, we may rightly use as a
means," according to Carl Cohen,
an American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) national director.
Critics of racial quotas claim
that the Constitution is clear in
prohibiting discrimination on the
basis of sex or color. Sen. John
Tower (R-TX) cited Title VII of
the 1964 Civil Rights Act as clearly
outlawing the refusal to hire
someone on the basis of color or
sex, and attacked the Supreme
Court for appearing "content to
dodge the issue."
Claiming that "higher education
in 1975 is in a life and death
struggle with the economics of
inflation." Tower went on to ac-.
cuse the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare of forcing
campuses to accept affirmative
action guidelines and timetables
under the threat of harsh financial
penalties.
Like other critics, Tower said he
understands that affirmative
action programs are sincere ef-
forts to speed up equal opportunity
i - i n education and employment. But
"while this frustration may make
affirmative action understandable,
to does not thereby make it legal,
; nor constitutional," he said.
A lawyer for the Anti-
. Defama tion League of B'nai Brith,
which has helped to sue several
colleges in reverse discrimination
cases-including the DeFunis case-
-also emphasized that efforts
should be made to assure equal
opportunity for minorities, but that
this should consist of education and
remedial training "at a lower
level."
Supporters of quota systems
argue that academic test scores
are not accurate reflections of
intelligence and ability to begin
with, and that there are many
reasons why a minority student
may not perform as well
academically. One overriding
.reason is that within the last 25
years, many states spent much
more-25 times as much in some
areas-on the education of white
children than they have for blacks.
Dr. James P. Comer, an
associate professor of psychiatry
at Yale and president of the Black
Psychiatrists of America, claims
that black children are often not
given motivation to strive for
achievement, and suffer
psychological harm which may
affect their later performance,
Cohen of the ACLU also pointed
out that the Washington State
Supreme Court ruled in the
DeFunis case that all racial
classifications are not un-
constitutional. Cohen claims that
the court ruled racial
classifications unconstitutional
only when they brand a particular
racial group as inferior. A
preferential admissions policy
does not stigmatize minorities and
does not have malicious intent,
according to Cohen, since since its
aim is to bring races together
rather than separate them.
While the arguments in support
of racial quota systems involve
sociology, economies, pychology
and the politics of the last 25 years,
the grounds for charging reverse
discrimination stand on much
simpler legal grounds,
The Constitution states that no
one will be discriminated against
on the basis of color and s«x, but it
does not specify what color or sex,
or under what conditions. How
expansive an interpretation the
Supreme Court will make is open to
question. But with colleges being
brought to court uti charges of
reverse discrimination ag;ssn and
again, some mU'rpretaiion seems
inevitable
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Two Aspiring Presidents Speak At Trinity
Fred Harris:
People are smart enough to govern themselves...
It's time to return to the principles of Jefferson
and Madison.
Jimmy Carter: I
As governor, Democratic leader, private citizen... I
Challenges himself, his state, his nation:
Why Not the Best?
Photo by Dan Kelman
I by Diane Molleson
I '•
[.•'Recently the 25th Amendment,
:j /which makes provisions for the
^transition of leadership under
t .almost any circumstances, hascome to be rigorously questioned
by the American people.
i While most people agree that the
^amendment provides for a
I srpoother transition of authority,
I "It doesn't provide for a
{ratification of the new president or| his vice presidential choice by the|-populace," stated a recent
jiGeorgetown newspaper editorial.
j The amendment was first in-
; troduced after the assassination of
j President John Fitzgerald Ken-
I nedy when Congress realized-that
the two men in line after President
£ Johnson were Speaker of the House
pJohn McCormack (then 72 years
i old) and President Pro Tempore of
j;the Senate Carl Hayden (then 86
] years old).
!:;;-• The 25th amendment was passed
I;; in 1967. It makes provisions for the
"vice president to assume the office
j?;'of- acting president when the
'president becomes incapacitated.
Sin addition the president shall
it appoint a new vice-president when
sthat office becomes vacant. The
present order of succession after
the death or incapacity of the
president is: vice president,-',^
speaker of the house, president pro"
tempore of the Senate and then •
members of cabinet.
As a result of the Watergate
scandal; America was left with a
president and vice-president both
unelected by the people. This
situation was made possible by the
25th amendment, and as a result, it
has been rigorously questioned. ,•
What are its advantages, its
disadvantages? How much power
is being taken out of the hands of
the people?
At Trinity, most of the students.
interviewed favored the 25th1
amendment, particularly the
seniors and juniors interviewed.
These students realized its ad-
vantages, namely the more orderly
transition of power in times of
crisis. One senior, said the
amendment is "a necessity. There
has to be a provision for orderly
* succession". "The amendment
eliminates the inconvenience and
chaos of holding special elections .
in times of crisis," he added.
A junior said he knew of "no
Other country that could have
handled the aftermath of
Watergate as well," Another
senior interviewed felt that the
amendment really does hot take
power out of the hands of the
people, since those elected are
trusted to make proper
judgements in appointments: "The
president's right to appoint of-
ficials is a traditional part of the
American system/' he said.
However, some .freshmen and
the sophomore interviewed op-
posed the amendment. While one
sophomore agreed that the
amendment "cut out some con-
fusion," she said that she feels that
it takes power away from the
people. She remarked that she did
not feel it was right to have
unelected officials in the highest
offices in the country."
A few students agreed that some
of the possibilities presented by the
amendment are ominous. For
example, under the amendment's
provisions, Rockefeller will
become president if anything
happens to Ford. The succession of
unelected leaders could con-
ceivably continue until the next
election.
The. advantages and disad-
vantages of the amendment have
been questioned and evaluated, but
there are no real answers now.
Only time will determine the ef-
fects of the amendment on the
American people and country,
No Quick Debut For Rathskeller
WRTC Votes Impeachment
Amendment
took 21/2 weeks before a program
came out and once it came out, it
m. amendment l o r e vvftxv . ^ " w o r k a b i e . . . and it's sup-.
^ t u t i o n providing procedures W J J J W S into effect Monday
for impeachment of an elected Pose, y .°"y» c-y Mandler/officer was passed at ^ ? ^ , , ^ « f f i ) ; t i ! ? i S ! K
An amendment to the WRTC.
o ,cer was passed at the WRTC,,V*»-«T"staff members,
^taff meeting Sunday night. .
 d Jdmf ' the assistant prog
in-
! Staf ti   i t. i ^ w h P ssistant program
- S ^ S t a ( t i ° n manfgf r 'w»rd •••S^WriSduriwJ the last three; amendment was put forward|;because the SGA required that
Impeachment procedures be a part
*'
hf
 all student organizations'
- ^ M a h d l e r s a i d i ' ^ e g d n g
to bring him before the board of
;,|,^.. «» oiuucm u i 6 a i » M v . » - flrfvisors" to ask Wright to explainins t i tu t ions , and had been ^ v i s ^ i o ^ Under the newHastened by the failure of Eric h.s actions, unaerthis constitutes the
htWigh t , program director, to g«*a ^ ^ p toward impeac ment.
; . > l g f l r k i n g ; p r o g r a m ; ; t o g e t h e r , \ \ ' - I t : . ; . : . > i r * u ; B V ; ^ . . . •.•;•, ,y_.y<;•;;;./••'.- •/.•
by Betsy Kent
Trinity College proposes to set up
a permanent rathskeller in the
'Mather bowling alley by next year.
In the meantime, a plan for a
temporary rathskeller, located
elsewhere on campus, has en-
countered many setbacks.
Hamlin Hall was originally
suggested as the site of the tem-
porary rathskeller. The Trustees
vetoed the idea. An alternate
proposal called for the utilization
of the red dining room, the small
room overlooking the Austin Arts
Center.
The Connecticut State Liquor
Commission did not approve the
plan, Chief Inspector Donovan met
Sept. 26with.Thomas Smith, Vice-
president of Trinity College, Ellen
Mulqueen, Dean of Student Ser-
vices, Riel Crandall, Director of
Buildings and Grounds, and Jim
Essey,'•••' Chairman of the
.Rathskeller Development Com-
mittee, to discuss why a liquor
license could not be granted.
A license is granted for an entire
building, and only permits the
consumption; of\ the type of liquor
specified on the permit.. The law
states that colleges may only sell
beer; any other alcohol would
violate the license. Currently, at
many college-sponsored receptions
held in Mather, wine is served with
the meal and an open bar is
present. If the building had a liquor
license, such practices would be
illegal.
A suggestion to lock the small
dining room would not solve the
problem; the rathskeller must be
in a room that is sealed off from the
rest of Mather, and not just locked.
The red dining room cannot house-
the facility because it is not
equipped with bathrooms and a
separate entrance leading from the
outside. The refurbished bowling
alley will include these structures.
Essey commented, "The law
seems hypocritical in nature in
that the Connecticut State
Legislature has allowed the theory
of selling beer on campus, but it
seems impossible to act upon this
theory."
An inspector from the liquor
commission is expected to visit the
college this week and offer
suggestions for. solving the
problem. Essey plans to meet with
the head of the commission if the
inspector has no feasible
proposals.
According to Essey, other
colleges have not adhered strictly
to the law. He said that Central
Connecticut College (CCG) seems
to have a set up identical to the one
proposed by Trinity. He does not
know if the campus center at CCC
has receptions similar to those held
at Mather.
Essey plans to call CCC and
determine how they operate their
rathskeller in accordance with the
law.
Next Week:
First Issue of
Trinity Review
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A Pictorial Account of the Sit-in
We are members of the Trinity community sitting in at
the Career Counseling Office to prevent the Marines from
recruiting on campus.
Despite the tragedy of Indochina, the U.S. military
continues to enlist American youth for furthering the
bloodshed.
U.S. Armed Forces are stationed in over 50 countries
world wide, predominantly in the third world.
This international police force exists to protect U.S.
interests in these areas.
The Marines have been used extensively in countries
since World War II to supress indiginous populations and
secure capitalist property rights.
Trinity College is in no way removed from the above
facts. The college can also be seen as a corporation which
rallies behind ITT, IBM, GE, Pratt & Whitney and
Westinghouse in their militaristic adventures. Trinity's
non-democratic structure programs us into acquisence.
Such passivity is no longer tolerable.
JOIN US IN OUR RESISTANCE TO TRINITY'S
COMPLIANCE WITH THE MERCHANTS OF DEATH.
©
w
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An overflow of protestors stand outside the Career Counseling
Office prior to the exit of the Marine recruiters. A local television
station reporter films the event.
After conferring with admistrative officials, the two Marino
recruiters postpone their activities for the day and leave he
Career Counseling Office.
The right of freedom of speech is not an absolute right in
our society. We prohibit speech in certain instances where
its consequences are harmful. For example, laws prohibit
the speech involved among those conspiring to murder in
order that the intended victim may remain alive. For a
similar reason, each individual in society is prohibited
from screaming "Fire!" in a crowded theater. Hence,
society curbs free speech where the destructive
ramifications of that speech substantially override the
right to speak. How does this apply to the Marines? More
specifically, what are the consequences of Marine ac-
tivity? The primary Marine function today is to violently
intervene in foreign countries to support dictatorships and
U.S. economic investment. The military is involved in the
massive repression and the destruction of human life
around the globe. Ironically enough, Marine actions often
are often accompanied by blanket curbs on all forms of
free expression in the victim countries. Recognizing their
murderous past and realizing their even greater
destructive potential, it is in the interest of humanity to
prohibit Marine activities and more specifically Marine
recruitment at Trinity.
Signed,
Students Against the
Marines On Campus
Dean Spencer reconvenes with mmt protet tiag students after
addressing the group packed teWe the Career CotweHng
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Kent State: Five Years Later
(CPS)--When national guard-
; smen killed four students and
wounded nine at Kent State| University more than five years
• ago, a new dimension of horror
' into the lives of many Americans,
[ both young and old: the spectre of
' battle-ready soldiers shooting
j students on campus.
„ Ever since that day, in cour-
\ thouses and jury room, newspaper
, column and legal brief, ' the
: argument has raged as to who, if
• anyone, was responsible for 13
seconds of fatal gunfire on May 4,
• 1970.
' Did state and guard officials set
the stage for the tragedy through a
t combination of malicious,
i thoughtless and inept policies and
[actions? Did guardsmen in-
• tentionally fire into the crowd of
; students following them? Or were
• dangerous, rioting students
: unlawfully assembled properly
«j •' dispersed by soldiers who feared
' for their own lives?
In what for many culminated the
,|in. Kent State debate, a $46 million
'..„• civil damages suit charging Ohio
im
 Gov. James A. Rhodes and 28
present, and former state officials
and guardsmen with depriving the
: dead and wounded students of their
1
 right to life and liberty went to trial
last spring.
On August 27, after 15 weeks' of
testimony and five days of
deliberation, jurors for the case
voted 9-3 to absolve the officials
and guardsmen of responsibility
for the shootings. For those closest
to the case, however, Kent State
. was not closed.
1
 "Thanks to these jurors, murder
by the state is correct," lamented
Arthur Krause, whose daughter
Allison died at Kent State.
t_. \ Lawyers for Krause, the families
of the three other dead students,
,and the nine wounded students
•filed September 13 for a new trial
fas a first step in appealing the
; August verdict. Their motion| claimed procedural errors by the
•court and in the judge's charge to
' the jury.
"Everybody's hands were
washed clean (by the jury's ver-
dict), as if there was nothing
wrong," said David Engdahl, one
of the attorneys for the plaintiffs.
Engdahl said Kent State is cited
as the worst example of how to deal
' with civil disorders by guard of-
, ficials outside Ohio. "Yet the jury
•tells us nothing was wrong,"
Engdahl said. "That just can't be."
Many close to the case looked to
the civil trial as a forum where
"the truth about Kent State" would
finally come out. Yet testimony
during the trial was almost always
conflicting, especially on major
points such as whether the guard-
smen's lives were endangered and
who was responsible for guard
activities on campus.
"Many of the guard were in fear
that the crowd would take away
their guns and bayonet or shoot
them," argued defense attorney
Charles Brown. "This was not a
Mayday picnic but insurrection,
rebellion."
"I felt my life was in danger,"
testified Sgt. Lawrence Schafer. "I
saw no necessity to shoot,"
countered guardsman James W.
Ferriss.
Prior to the order to disperse the
rally, there was no violence of any
kind on May 4 and the rally did not
present any danger to any person
or property, lawyers for the
plaintiffs argued.
They also contended that Gov.
Rhodes made inflammatory
statements contributing to the
atmosphere which spawned the
shootings.
Jurors heard a tape recording of
a press conference 26 hours prior to
the shooting in which Rhodes
called those responsible for
campus unrest "worse than the
brown shirts and the communist
element and also the night riders
and the vigilantes."
"Kent State has probably the
most vicious form of campus
violence and we are going to
employ every force of the law that
we have under our authority,"
Rhodes said, "They (the student
activists) are the worst type of
people we have in America. We
will employ every weapon
possible."
Rhodes denied his remarks were
inflammatory.
In addition, a former guard
sergeant testified that Gov. Rhodes
told a meeting of officers the day
before the shooting that he had
gone to Kent to assume full com-
mand of law enforcement ac-
tivities there. According to the
sergeant, Rhodes said the guard
was in control of the campus, that
classes would remain in session
"even if it meant keeping an ar-
med guard in each class," and that
Rhodes "didn't want to see two
students walking together.",
Gov. Rhodes denied respon-
sibility for guard activities at Kent,
saying the meeting was only for
him to gain input from people on
the scene. The governor also
denied responsibility for the
decision to use loaded weapons at
Kent, saying the size' of state
government required that
management details be handled by
lower-ranking officials.
Other witnesses testified that
Rhodes and high-ranking guard
officials took control of the Kent
campus from school officials who
had not requested guardsmen be
sent to Kent in the first place. This
point, too, was contested by a
guard officer who said decisions
were made jointly by state and
university officials.
Such contradictions obviously
compounded the difficulty in ob-
taining a satisfactory verdict when
both political considerations and
complicated facts applied to a
case.
Yet for all the conflicting
evidence and buck passing, one
fact remained clear for those close
to the case-students died that day.
When a US District Court judge
issued a verdict of acquittal in an
earlier criminal trial of eight •
guardsmen on a civil rights charge
similar to that just tried, Arthur
Krause asked bitterly, "How can
you kill somebody and not rob
them of their civil rights?"
"It's like everything else,"
Krause added. "Everytime the
system starts to work, someone
finds a monkey wrench to throw
into it."
"In 1970 we shot our own
children," said Engdahl. "In 1975
we said, 'It's okay.'"
Notional Science Foundation
Begins Candidate Selection
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
National Research Council advised
the National Science Foundation to
begin the selection of candidates
for the Foundation's program of
Graduate Fellowships. Panels of
eminent scientists appointed by the
National Research Council will
evaluate qualifications of ap-
plicants. Final selection will be
made by the Foundation, with
awards to be announced on March
15, 1976.
Initial NSF Graduate Fellowship
awards are intended for students
at or near the beginning of their
graduate study. In general,
therefore, those eligible to apply
will be college seniors or first-year
graduate students this Fall,
Subject to the availability of funds,
new. fellowships awarded in the
Spring of 1976 will be for periods of-
three years, the second and third
years contingent on certification to
the Foundation by the fellowship
institution of the student's
satisfactory progress toward an
advanced degree in science.
Applicants will be required to
take the Graduate Record
Examinations designed to test
scientific aptitude and
achievement. The examinations,
administered by the Educational
Testing Service, will be given on
December 13, 1975 at designated
centers throughout the United
States and in certain foreign
countries.
The deadline date for the sub-
mission of applications for NSF
Graduate Fellowships is
December 1, 1975. Further in-
formation and application
materials may be obtained from
the Fellowship Office, National
Research Council, 2101 Con-
stitution Avenue, Washington, D.C.
20418.
Case Against College
(Continued from page :5)
Attacks by administrators have
usually centered on her section
concerning college as an in-
vestment. Bird contends that if a
student took the money he spent on
college-related expenses, added
the money he would have earned
working those four years, and put
it all into a bank instead, by age 60
he would have accumulated more
money than a college graduate who
earned the'average yearly salary
. for college-educated workers. In
other words, don't do it for the
money, Bird advises.
Oddly enough, an American
<--ouncil of Education survey
snowed that more students were
going to college to be "very well
.
 otf
 in 1974 than in 1966, when the
chances of attaining that goal soon
atter college were much greater.
. Attacks by recent graduates
; J«ve been harsher and more angry
; wan those by administrators and
^protessos, Bird said in an in-
< T v e r e c e i v e d m a n y
rate attacks from people who
have just graduated from college,
which proves my point."
"College graduates tend to feel
that by my saying college is not all
that good, I'm taking something
away from them. They think if I'd
only shut up, things about college
would be a lot better," Bird said.
Bird's critics have also claimed
that college enriches the society by
producing better citizens, but Bird
finds this myth as invalid as the
rest. College doesn't create bright,
ambitious, happy, liberal people
from nothing. The bright, am-
bitious, happy, liberal people are
the ones who choose to go to
college. This class selectivity may •
become more prevalent as tuition
and expenses rise while loan
money becomes scarcer and more
expensive.
For now, society uses the college
degree as a kind of firft-r«uid
screening in picking candidates for
the future. In many cases, Bird
argues, a college education is
unnecessary since most jobs
require extensive training that a
person with common sense could
easily pick up,. It.is a kind of
snobbishness which is based more
on pretense than reality.
"The bellhop at the hotel where I
stayed last night had a college
degree;" Bird said. "If a hotel can
afford to require their bellhops to
have a college degree, they will. If
everybody goes to college, you can
demand a degree to be a bellhop.
It's just like charging everybody a
heavy tax for getting a job -- any
job."
Bird said she hadn't changed her
assessment of college because of
the reactions she has received.
"College is fine if you want it, but it
can't be thrust upon you. Nobody
will stop dead if they don't go to
college."
The Trinity Review
Shares Creativity
rWatch For Our First Issue
of Fiction, Poetry,
•Photography and Art-
in the October 7th Issue
of The Tripod
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Editorial
A Sense Of Regret
If I may be permitted to ungrammatically paraphrase a
well-known comic-strip character, "We have met the issue
and it is us." Monday morning's brief sit-in in the Career
Councelling office did little more than reaffirm what most
of us already feel about the issue of Marine recruitment on
campus. All we of the Tripod can feel is regret at the in-
sensitivity of the protestors to the general will of the
College at large. Not only are the protestors violating the
freedom of speech of the recruiters, and in a larger sense
the rights of any recruiters on campus, but the most in-
violable rights of all - the freedom of choice - has been
brutally raped by the ad hoc group of student protestors.
The group of protestors contend that the right to the
freedom of speech is not an absolute right; it is, in fact,
prohibited "when its consequences are harmful." Our
question here is whether or not the potential consequences
of Marine recruitment on campus are genuinely harmful.
The Tripod does not condone war or imperialism or any of
those other horrible capitalist warmonger activities in
which the Marines allegedly engage. Our purpose here is
not to write an apologia for the Marines - perhaps they are
the last who need defending. Our purpose here is to defend
the victim of these crusaders - the Trinity student body -
who were denied access to the recruiters. Truly it is only
in a democratic society that a group less than 1% of the
total population can totally dominate - even brutalise - the
vaster majority. The ad hoc group is the first here it ap-
pears to take advantage of its right to freedom of speech,
and choice and assembly - yet is also the first to deny those
rights to others. We have-all the advantages of a
democratic society, but also in a larger sense, all we are
unwilling to admit or adjust to the disadvantages.
For all these reasons the Tripod cannot condone the
totalitarian way in which the ad hoc group of protestors
expressed their displeasure at the appearance of Marine
recruiters on the Trinity campus.
Letters
kudos to
security
To the Editor:
Very often at Trinity, as
elsewhere, it has become a
practice to criticize things that we
see as ineffectual or lacking in
their purpose. The Security patrol
at Trinity, has often come under
student-attack for seeming laxity
or ineffectuality. However, at this
point they deserve our thanks and
congratulations for their superb
handling of an event which oc-
curred Saturday night.
A.t this time, there were two
rather rowdy, non-members of the
Trinity community present on
campus. Their presence was a
potential threat to the entire
campus. After breaking a large
pane of glass in Jackson lounge,
they were creating a loud
disturbance. With the help of the
Hartford police, they were able to
defuse a potentially harmful
situation, Without- further trouble
to the campus, s udents, or most
importantly, themselves, the in-
cident was over.
To the Security patrol, a warm
thank you.
Sincerely,
JeffMeltzer'77
reactionary
art
To the Editor:
American culture has taught us
that the super saltine Tarzan
controls the African continent.
Political Struggle crumbled that
illusion. Nevertheless, the factors
which necessitate the intense
subjugation of nonwhite peoples in
this country have persisted. As.
long as this is true, it follows that
some reactionary art will be
produced which justifies that
subjugation. Some of our culture
will continue to transmit racist
ideology to the people.
The Tripod helped blatantly to
foster racism through last week's
degenerate cartoon strip
"Mowse." This attack against
human dignity should not flow
Tripod
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Mark Henrickson
Managing Editor
Wend a Harris
through our sleepy minds without a
ripple of protest,
Alan Golansb
attend
meeting
To the Editor:
Perhaps some individuals have
reflected on the article in last
week's Tripod concerning Trinity
Big Brothers and Sisters. I hope
some of you may choose to join the
program, beginning as soon as
possible. The experience has so
much to offer to your growth as a
sensitive individual, not to mention
the strengthening which the
relationship provides the
youngster involved.
If you are interested there will be
a meeting Thursday evening, Oct.
2nd at 7:00 p.m. in McCook--room
#204 or #203.1 assure you it will be
short. We are anxious to meet you
and answer any of your specific
questions as well as outlining the
program in general. Your at-
tending would be appreciated by
all. If you cannot make it, but are
interested, please contact me at
Box 1706 .or 524-5327... or Terri
Mitchell at Box 580.
Give it a try,-it's worth it.
Peter Mindnich
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vote in elections
To the Editor:
I recently heard a junior say that
he didn't think that the Student
Government Association was
representative of the students and
their feelings. Since I'm just a
freshman, I can't say how true or
untrue this statement is.
But it seems strange to me that
the students would elect people to
the S.G.A. who don't represent
their views. If the members of the
S.G.A. don't represent you, that's
your fault, not theirs. You should
elect someone who does. If you
vote for someone, you have to trust
in that person to vote as you would
or have the independence of mind
to disagree, and have a damn good
reason for doing so.
I trust the judgement of those
freshmen and upperclassmen who
will vote on Thursday, and I would
hope that this junior would too.
. Your Sincerely,
Bennett B.Wethered
thanks from
MBOG
To the Editor:
Last Friday night, Mather Board
of (Jovernors presented Outer-
space along with an assortmt'iilol
refreshments, To make a dance ol
this size even possible a tremen-
dous amount of volunteer help is
required. A great many people
gave of their time most generously
in setting up the statfe, unpacking
and packing the band, serving the
beer and wine, working security as
well as the many other ingredients
that go into a successful dance.
On behalf of the Boa.d I would
like to thank: Jenny Shearer, Hick
Meier, Bonni, Davis, Miteh Gold,
Gary Jones, Phil Bbersole. Hunter
Fowler. Hal Grander, Mffie-WV
Klpidio Caesar, Hob Shor,' Sui
Korinon, Sieve Miller, 1 lave Kilroy,
Mario I'elrella, Kalhy Mayc. anil
John Vv'ylie.
Special (hanks to Ken .Sai'llOll,
Howdy Train. Jason Jacobs*
Marty KanofT, Mitrh (iamlelniait
Peter Hanson and Ken Keinswof
who stayed until ilie very end
helping to see (lie band off awl
break down the stage.
To all the many others who
forgot to include THANKS.
This dance would not have beet
possible without the help of these
people,
Larry (Johieri, Chairman
Mather'Hoard of Governors
Demonstration Colled Victory
Against "Military Machine"
By Mitch Karlan
Participants in yesterday's sit-in
dramatically demonstrated the
potential for student power on
campus by scoring a decisive
victory against the military
machine and the inhumanity of the
administration's recruitment
policy. By our actions, asserted our
view that U,S Marines do not
belong at Trinity because US
Marines do not belong anywhere.
Those of us who have allowed
ourselves to slip into the com-
fortable cynicism of academic life,
adopting an attitude that we cannot
have our power felt within the
community, should closely
examine yesterday's actions. The
events and their results are vivid
examples of the degree to which
large scale mobilization can
achieve significant ends.
However, it is clear in retrospect
that our victory yesterday is no
way complete. The administration
still spouts its "neutral i ty"
S r r C ' a t t e m PK»g to convinceitself if no one else. They still issue
the incredibly callous argument
that recognising the total im-
morality of the Marines' activities,
and refusing them access to the
campus would result in a tax loss.
The college's position of the
relative merit of human life is
clear-burning babies is better than
cutting corners or paying taxes,
What makes this claim all the
more insidious is that it is entirely
false. Not every college campus in
the country has Marine recruit-
ment, and it is unlikely that they all
lose tax status, Moreover, Trinity
at one time had ROTC on campus
which, has since then been
removed. Obviously this loss was
not financially fatal to the College.
Some administration members
suggest that the Marines would not
come here unless Trinity students
were interested in being recruited
This is clearly ludicrous. In the
Pf'e! rght>;eaj;s.o"l>'two students
from frimty have been recruited
as a result of the Marines"
presence on campus. This hardlv
makes it financially worth while
for the Marines t.o dispatch W°
highly paid professionals twice
yearly. The issue is less cloudy»
we realize that the Marines arenoi
here to recruit, They are here»
advertise themselves as a decent,
humane force in the world. The)1
bring key chains and pens to pa*
out among the students, and sen"
leaflets to women who a(e
ineligible to join. The sit-'
demonstrated that we are no
fooled by these tactics and that * j "
recognize the Marines for «'MI
they are.
In looking ahead, we m*
realize tfiat the administration n»>
not al tered its pro-miina |
position, and that the Marines *»
be back very soon. Our reso»
must not falter during these»
tervening weeks. We roust be * j
prepared to sit-in again an<*8B
 e !
until the forces of ge«oe |de f' |
removed from our comniuiu-j
Students who have not take" P»
in any of the sit-in actions tiiUs!M
bus who wish tw join, niaj
any ui ihe grottp me
1
 attt-tid any of the
t
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let them
recruit
To the Editor:
"Let the Marines recruit if they
want...we, the undersigned, feel
that a small group has no right to
prevent freedom of speech and
freedom of access to the Trinity
College campus. Therefore,
whatever our views on the Marine
Corps, we oppose the prevention of
Marine recruitment on campus."
Steve Cecil and
Signed by 511 other students
section misnomer
To the Editor:
I would like to bring attention to
an error (you may think it a-
humble one) in the September 23rd
issue of the Tripod. The error in-
volves merely a misnomer. You
have listed page four as the
editorial section, when indeed it is
the front page which requires this
distinction (but then I am sure the
Tripod is aware of this-alas, too
late!!).
Surely, the Tripod is not at-
tempting to present Mr. Hornung's
manifesto of a call to arms against
the Marines as an objective piece
of responsible reporting? I think
not. It was, I am sure, merely an
oversight; nonetheless, it was an
irresponsible one. Editorials
should be kept on the editorial
page; it is the only means by which
any newspaper worthy of serious
reading can maintain its integrity.
The responsibility for jour-
nalistic probity must lie with the
editors and reporters, and I fail to
see how such a blatantly self-
serving artice'as Mr. Hornung's
could possibly have been presented
as i a resular news item. I sym-
pathize strongly with Mr. Hor-
nung's anti-militaristic position,
yet [ detest deception and
demagoguery in the guise of truth
(something the military had been
in the habit of doing).
Descartes had said, "I think,
therefore I am.'.' 1 would suggest
the Tripod allow the students to
practice the
themselves.
art of thinking for
Sincerely,
John Fennerty
free speech
To the Editor:
In the reaction against the
proposed sit-in on the Marines one
may note that the free speech issue
is the most salient criticism of the
proposed action, and thus warrents
serious investigation. Implicit in
the notion of "free speech" is one's
conception of freedom, its sub-
jective purpose, and its objective
realization.
The most basic question one may
ask regarding the nature of
freedom is from whence its value is
derived. Aside from psychological
factors - freedom seen as an en-
vironment conducive to the
establishment of self-respecting
and healthy individuals, one may
inquire into freedom's moral
alignment - its capacity to achieve
good. The two most basic
responses to this inquiry would be:
(1) freedom is inherently good, and
not subject to question (i.e.
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axiomatic) or (2) freedom is only
as good as the good it promotes
(i.e., has no a priori moral worth).
One may be inclined to point out
that the majority of people in the
world seem to feel that certain
freedoms are conducive to good
while others are not. Examples
would be the popularly accepted
freedom of speech as opposed to
the antipathy towards an anarchy
which would put no constraints on
murder, rape, theft, or whatever.
This distrust of anarchy would
support the second conception of
freedom - as it seen that absolute
freedom is potentially destructive.
The writers of the federal con-
stitution through the centuries
have been in agreement that some
freedoms are good while others are
not. In fact even the provision for
free speech is conditional as seen
in the provisions against con-
spiracy, inciting riot, por-
nography, liable, etc. Thus even
free speech is not seen to have
axiomatic moral worth. The
freedom that permitted Hitler to
harangue the Germans and urge
them to accept his anti-semitism is
not seen as a positive moral
freedom. Freedom is a means to a
moral end, and is not an end in
itself.
We who will sit in on the Marine
recruiters on Monday do so out of
moral conviction. We see the words
and propaganda of an organization
dedicated killing, regardless of
who they kill, as an insult to
humanity and ethical sensibility.
Further we regard the attempt to
recruit as conspiracy to commit
murder, and as conspiracy to in-
cite the citizenry to support,
condone, or engage in killing. We
do not recognize the Marines af-
filiation with the federal govern-
ment as sufficient cause for
exemption from prosecution.
Therefore we non-violently protest
the presence of the Marines on
campus and condemn the colleges'
receptivity of their presence for we
as citizens are already coerced to
support this privileged institution
of death by means of taxes. We feel
that the Marines' impunity is in
violation of a higher1 moral
alignment - one of a human
morality of universal compassion,
empathy, and co-existence.
Sincerely,
FredLahey
protester's
protest protested
To the Editor:
The protestor's protest against
the Marines seems, to be that they
are a group which trains to kill. But
they are also a group which
defends. Their only function, in
fact, is to defend the interests of
the U.S., even if that defense
should take offensive forms; The
question, then, would seem to be:
is self-defense moral, especially
when it implies killing? The
protestors obviously believe that it
is not. They have adopted the
Christian ideal of complete
pacifism which tells us to abandon
our military and let other nations
treat us as they please, since in the
long run, nations and national
interests mean nothing. This is an
ideal I have much respect for, but
it is also the ideal by which Hitler's
victims should have let themselves
be killed. I therefore have my
doubts about it, and, at present,
can see no reason why I shouldn't
defend myself in case of attack.
Non-resistance proves idiocy to
most people, not a higher concern.
However, if one of the protestors is
willing to persuade me over to his
position, I would be much indebted.
Alex Price
The Marines:
Issue in
Conflict
too intelligent?
To the Editor:
It seems to me that people who
have nothing better to do than sit
around on their asses all day long
in an attempt to express their
disapproval of the military and its
methods must regard themselves
as much too intelligent for Trinity
College, They would perhaps be
more suitably fit in a certain five-
sided building putting into effect
the ingenious and hopefully ef-
fective substitute method of
warfare they have devised in
which the presence of the armed
forces has been deemed un-
necessary and one only has to find
a seat on the front line, put on a
solemn and distainful expression,
and hope that the enemy will take
the hint that they're not wanted
and go back where they came
from.
Wayne N.Cooke'78
bias
indicated
To the Editor:
Why are you so biased against
the Marines? What right do you
have to demand,the denial of their
rights of free speech? The Marines
are not forcing anyone to enlist but
are involved in a quiet enlistment
program. Admittedly, the marines
have been used to enforce a foreign
policy of the U.S. that has at times
been immoral. The politicians,
whom you elect, rather than the
Marines, are responsible for these
immoral policies. Be more careful
when you vote next time, but don't
attack the Marines. The Marines
should not be denied the right to
recruit here for the same reason
that freaky SDS types should be
allowed to have activities here. If
one is realistic, one will recognize
the need for a force such as the
Marines in the modern world. To
make that force morally
responsible, it is important that it
be able to recruit students from
such institutions as Trinity which
hopefully has instilled its students
with a high sense of values. The
alternative is a mercenary force of
poor Sgt. Cally's. Besides, those
white faced fools look rather
adolescent.
Respectfully,
P.K.W.
Indignant
howling'
To the Editor,
Why, in light of a basically
reasonable editorial on the subject
of Marine recruiting on campus,
the editors of the Tripod decided to
permit such irresponsible front-
page reporting will remain a
mystery to me.
The reporter of that article
hardly made a serious inquiry into
what is hardly a serious problem;
he made no inquiry at all. The
article was a call to arms, not
news. No mention was made of the
Marine Recruiting Office's
position, probably because no
interview was made. The banner
"Students Oppose Campus
Recruitment" was at best wishful
thinking, at worst, wrong. Thirty
students attended. Thirty is not
very many. Even in a small
college, thirty isn't very many.
Thirty is less than half a schoolbus,
two to a seat. Thirty is about the
size of an average class (the
English Department, of course,
excluded). Thirty is about the size
of the women's crew. Had the
bannerread, "ThirtyStudents..."
or "Two Percent of Trinity
Students . . .", it would have been
more accurate, if somewhat less
dramatic.
It was not, however, the wishful
thinking that made the article so
fundamentally offensive, nor the
overlooking of possibly interesting
questions (such as the other point
of view), but rather, it was the
presumption that students don't
have the good sense to make their
own decisions about their futures,
This kind of proteetiveness and
insistence for right-thinking of the
part of the college is nothing more
than liberal paternalism of a sort
that would undoubtedly be in-
sulting to the reporter if applied, in
a slightly different form, to; him.
The front page is not the place
for this kind of indignant howling.
The article should have appeared -
layout problems aside
somewhere as close to the editorial
page as possible, and it should
have been labeled "Opinion" since
it makes no pretense toward being
news.
While it may seem like a huge
step down, maybe the sensible
editor (s) who wrote the editorial
Pervasive Mediocrity
Our National Disgrace
by Steve Batson
For the second time in one
month, the President of the United
States of America has had an at-
tempt on his life. If strong
measures are not taken to insure
our President's safety, a crisis
situation will arise in American
politics. Will the President be
forced to retreat into the enclaves
of the White House never again to
venture into the public eye? Will
the President be forced to com-
municate with the people via such
impersonal media as _• the
newspaper and television? Will the
President be isolated from the
people and act in a manner
reminiscent of Richard Nixon?
President Ford, while he should
be admired for his courage to
continue to appear in public, might
be setting himself up for an
assassination. Surely the President
owes the American people his
safety and should exercise
responsible thinking in future
public engagements.
The possibility of violence as an
element in American politics is
saddening to contemplate. Serious
consideration should be given to
precautions needed to guarantee
the safety of Presidents and major
Presidential candidates.
Just as disturbing as our
President's precarious position in
public are the people who feel they
must resort to violence to solve
their problems. Many explanations
may try to clarify the sudden surge
of violence in American society,
and politics in particular, and this
is certainly the first step in iden-
tifying the problem. From here, we
must move to find alternatives, or
preferably, administer solutions so
that politics may continue in a
public forum.
The area of gun control would be
an excellent choice to begin, but
President Ford, ironically enough,
refuses to commit his efforts in this
area. More basic, however, is to
remove the will of using the gun
itself. A freasociety as we know it
today cannot tolerate lawlessness
,as illustrated by the assassination
attempts. '
I fear that American society has
reached its apex and is rapidly
accelerating toward a dark and
dismal period. The solidarity and
spirit of the America people are
divided as never before. Economic
vitality and social enrichment are
needed now more than ever. The
traditional American values of
hard work, honesty, diligence and
pride have given way to laziness,
corruption, greed and arrogance.
Maybe the Bicentennial will help
us to focus in on our values as a
nation-a nation made up of free
individuals. We must work to keep
our liberty. We have a respon-
should start reporting and allow
the not-quite-impartial reporter
(s) to start writing the editorials.
Then the reader could read the
news and, depending on his
character and mood, read or skip
over the commentary.
James T. Cowdery '76
disgusted
To the Editor:
It must be mentioned before
continuing that, believe it or not, I
saw Hearts and Minds and when
registering for the draft, checked
the "conscientious objector" box
(perhaps unaware of the im-
plications involved). Now-
As a member of the Trinity
community, I am disgusted with
both the contents of the article
"Students Oppose Campus
Recruitment" and the inane letter
"marines" which reflect a purile
as well as stupid opinion worthy of
no respect, only pity. What kind of
idiots do we have in this
stimulating intellectual environ
which reaffirms the value of a
liberal arts education every year?
Dear children,
Believe it or not, there happens
to be an awareness out there in
wonderland of a need, for military
strength. In international affairs,
might makes right no matter how
much you wish it to be different.
You know, we do have to defend
ourselves and protect interests
which provide all this free time for
focusing on "the issue of protesting
the presence of the marines at a
liberal arts college".
So what the hell if they recruit on
campus. Would you prefer
protesting and being inducted into
the military (Mexico) or failing an
examination for high school'
graduation and being drafted
(dear Uganda)? Did you ever think
that one of the reasons why the
armed forces are recruiting is
because the draft was eliminated?
Maybe our disgruntled prefer the
draft?
If you are not interested in the
marines, don't get involved.
Nobody is telling you to join. Would
you rather the marines recruit for
officers in our prison system? Then
they could have plenty of savages
to lead our country's armed forces.
I'm not running to join the
marines, but maybe some people
are interested in the welfare of our
country and realize that Trinity is
a part of the U.S., like it or not.
Instead of wasting my time
writing stupid letters, do your
homework (or write Mr. Bre,wer)
and let some of the more respon-
sible students work through the
political system to change that
system, realizing that America is a
great country and the marines and
armed forces still a necessity
which need to draw upon in-
telligent Americans who have an
advanced education for their of-
ficer corps.
Peace,
Bennet Lapidus
(Continued, on page 10)
sibility to discipline;ourselves into
bettering our eommunities-not
taking from others, but from
within. This, new mpral fiber will
help solve many of our national
problems. It will create and elect
competent officials to fill our local,
state arid national governments.
The assassination attempts are
our disgrace-we have allowed
America to decay to its present
condition. I contend if everyone
thought they were getting a fair
shake, there would be no violence
in politics. It is up to everyone to
rededicate themselves to the ideals
which this country was founded.
The late President John F. Ken-
nedy put the case about as well as
anyone, when he stated, "Ask not
what your country can do for you,
but what you can do for your
country." Think about, it, because
unless we change our spirit as a
people, it is going to get worse for
everyone-that means you and me.
Page 10, The Tripod, September 30, 1975
Commentary
eroo
Atomic Weaponry: Ultimate or Commonplace?
Reprinted by permission from the
Bulletin of Atomic Sciences,
September, 1975 issue. Com-
mentary by Ray Barglow, Vieiting
Assistant Pro/essor of Philosophy.
Most of us here at Trinity are
pretty hardened to what we read.
We have learned to educate and be
educated in an uninvolved way.
Nuclear war, millions and maybe
billions suffer horribly and die. So
what? Everything seems calm, if
we close our eyes and concentrate
on teaching and learning the usual
things. Yet, are we not busy
destroying ourselves?
What can be done? Here are
some possibilities:
1. We oppose the military
machine. For example, we oppose
recruiting for that machine on
campus.
2. We organize a nation-wide
petition campaign aiming to
outlaw the manufacture, sale, or
use of dangerous nuclear
technology. (The use of nuclear
reactors to generate electrical
pcwer is highly dangerous. Safe
alternative sources of energy are
available..)
3. We transform our education so
that it helps us to understand the
world and the nature of our in-
volvement in the world. For
example: we move in the direction
of joint student-faculty deter-
mination of Trinity curriculum,
admissions, and hiring.
4. We join democratic socialist
organizations that aim in a rational
way to build a non-hierarchical and
cooperative society. There are a
number of such groups that make
sense: New American Movement,
International Socialists, News and
Letters. U.S. and multinational
banks and corporations are
flooding the world market with
destructive nuclear technology
because it is profitable for them to .
do so. We need a social order that
produces to satisfy human need,
rather than to gain profit for big
business,
5. We talk to one another about
what to do. My .office: 70 Vernon,
room B6, ext. 238.
by Samuel H. Day,
Editor, Bulletin
of Atomic Sciences.
The government of West Ger-
many is preparing to implement a
contract to supply a" complete
nuclear power cycle, including a
fuel reprocessing and uraniurn-235
enrichment plant, to Brazil. Neigh-
boring Argentina is negotiating
with France, as are Pakistan and
South Korea, for fuel reprocessing
facilities which could be used to
recover plutonium for nuclear
weapons. The United States and
France are competing for a multi-
billion-dollar contract which could
put Iran in the nuclear weapons
production business. And the
Soviet Union has become a nuclear
reactor supplier for Libya, which
has spoken openly of acquiring
atomic weapons.
Spurred by the energy crisis and
by commercial and military
rivalries, the international trade in
nuclear technology is rapidly
becoming big business. If the
present trend continues, many
more nations—large and
small—will in a short time have
achieved full independence in
nuclear technology. In the absence
of legal and technological
restraints, this will also give them
the capability of waging nuclear
war.
The disarray of the Non-
Proliferation Treaty Review
Conference last spring put an end
to whatever slim hopes there might
have been that governments would
soon find a means of stopping the
spread of nuclear weaponry.
Rapid progress in the
laboratories and on the
engineering front makes it futile to
hope that whatever barriers
remain between commercial
capability and military capability
can long withstand erosion. There
are two continuing reminders of
this. One is the recent
breakthrough, in the United States
and the Soviet Union, in laser beam
separation of isotopes, which
promises to simplify what has been
the most difficult and costly part of
the process of producing weapons
grade fuel. The other is the steady
movement toward a new
generation of nuclear power plants
(the breeder reactor), which would
vastly increase the worldwide
inventory of weapons grade
plutonium.
The world thus stands literally at
the brink of an irreversible
proliferation of nuclear war-
making potential. The fate of
millions will then rest with the
calculations and miscalculations,
the whims and passions of growing
numbers of people having the
capacity to inflict-immediate and
almost unimaginable destruction.
This is one element of the
problem which makes the atomic
threat so much more dangerous
today than it was 30 years ago,
when the explosion of the first
atomic bombs quite rightly
provoked a worldwide concern for
the future of mankind.
Another element is the con-
tinuing unconcern of the older and
most formidable nuclear powers
with the implications of their
nuclear weapons policies. Despite
lip service to the concept of
strategic arms limitations, it is
clear that neither the United States
nor the Soviet Union intends to
abandon its reliance oh ever more
sophisticated nuclear weaponry.
The Strategic Arms Limitation
Talks (SALT) to date have done
little more than legitimize and
refine the nuclear arms race,
rather than halt it. And in the
meantime the two governments
have moved mountains in their
efforts to make nuclear warfare a
practical reality. The United
States alone has more than 30,000
nuclear warheads stockpiled
around the world, perched on
delivery systems which are
steadily becoming more refined.
In addition to the threat
presented by the sheer numbers of
such armaments, there is the
growing danger of the likelihood of
their use, This is implicit in the
tendency toward the design and
development of tactical nuclear
weapons and their deployment (in
West Europe and South Korea, for
example) in situations where their
use might become virtually
unavoidable under certain con-
ditions. Step by step the ultimate
weapon (in mininuke form, but an
atomic bomb nonetheless) becomes
incorporated into conventional"
weaponry. Defense Secretary
James Ri Schlesinger, backed up
by President Ford, has made it
clear that the United States does
not rule out the first use of such
weapons in an emergency.
Given such an example by the
world's most developed nuclear
power, it is little wonder that other
nations are following suit. The
Soviet Union attempts to keep pace
as best it can with U.S. initiatives
in the weapons field. Other
governments are now taking steps
to rtdress the nuclear balance and
to capitalize on the military and
political advantages which come
from membership in the nuclear
weapons club. The refusal of the
two nuclear superpowers to be
deflected from their own arms
race helped undermine the barrier
The CIA: An Expose of
Himalayan Feets
by C. P . Stewart
With all the talk.of the CIA and
its wrongdoings I decided one day
to do a little personal investigation
of my own.
It wasn't long before I came upon
one of their agents lounging in the
Cave, He looked like a cross bet-
ween Telly Savalas and a secret
service man with a touch of "Too
Tall" Jones (hardly recognizable);
and he was munching on some raw
carrots (apparently excellent for
the spysight) and banana peels, a
favorite diet of top-notch CIA of-
ficials. So I knew immediately I
was confronting one of the agen-
cy's higher-ups.
We chit-chatted about the
weather and how it was par-
ticularly exciting that the week of
rain enabled him to wear the latest
in men's foul weather apparel
including the loose 'y cut vinyl
collar with flip-up ear muffs,
double^sfitehed patterns for casual
concealment of electronic cir-
cuitry, and a beautiful Welsh-made
belt that doubled as a walking
talking bionic formation of William
Colby in case anyone wondered
where he received his
authorization to spy.
Upon further " inquiry I
discovered his mission, which he
decided to accept, was to watch the
every move of Dr. Lockwood who
supposedly is dealing in the Asian
drug traffic. He said some of his
methods included bugging Lock-
wood's underwear. I exclaimed
that that was a dirty trick, and he
said no, it was dirty underwear.
Now here's our poor, defenseless
and unsuspecting President
walking around with his Fruit of
the Looms wired for listening. I
again demanded if that wasn't
hitting below the belt, but the agent
said he had to be persistent and his
orders were to leave no u-trou
unturned.
Finally, our agent said he was
planning to go along with the Lock-
woods on their next trip to the
Himalayas, for he figured this was
where Lockwood met his Asian
contacts. His scheme was to hide in
one of the provisions baskets and
be carried up the mountain by the
local Tibetan sherpas. Then
through the weaves of the wicker
he could observe Lockwood and his
wife picking poppys on their way
up the mountain trail. Already, he
said, he had uncovered a book Mrs.
Lockwood had in her dressing
room which gives the latin name,
origin, and degree of high of all
high-altitude flowers discovered by
1973.1 insisted that Mrs. Lockwood
was of better integrity but knew I
was getting nowhere in the face of
intelligence. I just hope that by
parents weekend this whole mess
will be cleared up and that we
won'tbe hearing the annual speech
from the slandered President
Lockwood instead of the clean-cut
figure as we know .him now.
against the spread of these
weapons.
Thus, there is no longer any
serious impediment, in law or in
technology, to the worldwide
scattering of nuclear tinderboxes.
The commercial and military
momentum is unrelenting. The
present national and international
safeguards against military
adaptation from commercial
processes are purely cosmetic. To
this must be added the very real
and growing danger of diversion
not just by governments but by
groups capable of fashioning crude
nuclear weapons for political or
criminal purposes. The long, slow
drift toward nuclear catastrophe
has now assumed the proportions
of a headlong rush.
The third element of the problem
is the obliviousness of most people
to the seriousness and immediacy
of the danger. This is not for lack of
repeated warnings. It has become
commonplace for heads of state
(including those of the United
States and the USSR) and other
authorities to point out that the
problems of nuclear violence
remain unresolved. Close ob-
servers of the situation (the
Stockholm International Peace
Research Institute being a notable
example— have catalogued the
danger in direst detail. And yet the
public has remained essentially
uncomprehending. Perhaps it is
because the Partial Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty, which a decade ago
transferred most atomic ex-
plosions from the atmosphere to
underground, removed the most
visible signs of the danger.
Perhaps it is because of the
illusory assurance and comfort
provided by SALT and similar
ritualistic exercises in the arms
control field. Or perhaps it is
because, to borrow the apt phrase
of Fred Ikle, director of the U.S.
Arms Control and Disarmament,
Agency, the mind simply cannot
comprehend, in human and
emotive terms, the enormity of the
potential toll.
If that is the case, then it is
becoming painfully clear that,
sooner or later, a fearful price may
be paid for this apathy. Hopefully it
will not be paid in the same
measure by all of us, although that
is by no means beyond the realm of
possibility. Surely, though, it would
be paid by a very large number, •
and in a manner entailing the
gravest consequences for all
mankind. Should this happen, let
us hope that the preventive,
mechanisms sure to follow will,
also address themselves to other
inherently self-destructive
qualities in the present in-.
ternational order of sovereign
states. And let us hope that, the
sacrifice will serve not only as a
spur to action but also as an un-
dying rebuke to those who failed to
act.
by A.R.
I don't know what's come over
•me. Perhaps I had a pre-
disposition for complaining, but
now it has become chronic.
Everything is wrong. My teeth
have become crooked, my hip
aches, my girl-friend doesn't like
me, my boy-friend doesn't love me
and my three roomates have
decided to give up bathing and take
up basketball simultaneously.
Classes are hideous. Everyday I
have to re-define the word
boredom. And by the time we've let
out of class for lunch all the good
camp sites are gone in front of
Mather. And when I'm not keeping
vigil there. I'm in the Library.
Already I'm involved deeply with a
couple of ivy, but I think it's
mostly a physical thing. My work
climbs higher than President
Ford's vetoes. Three weeks into
the semester and already I'm
months behind. My notes look as if
some Royalty from St. A's bled
blue blood all over them. What a
mess! And now Medical School
looms its ugly head above the
horizon (mixed metaphor; ac-
tually it's probably more akin to
walking on the beach with loafers).
I've sent to about 97 places for
catalogs and have been flatly
rejected admission at three schools
already - my postcards didn't show
enough originality and desire to
enter tht: Medical profession.
YET-these are minutiae, mere
fribble, compared to our own,;
Hiroshima, Dresden and Jersev
City coalesced into one - SAGA.,
They make the Italian government:
look like a Rand team. They have
answered last year's question:
"How could this get any worse?"
with "This year". And the lines;::
I'm considering mail-ordering my:
food. But the final indignity was
yet to come. It occured a fe\v
Sundays ago as I stood forlorn in
the tile-rotunda with nothing to
spread my whipped cream cheese
on. And as the tear rolled down my
stubbled cheek a young, innocent
Freshperson asked: "What's the
matter, sir?" I replied "...waiting
for Bagel".
More Marines
(Continued from page <j )
Dear Editor -
I would like to comment on the
articles last week about the
Marines wishing to recruit here.
First let me say that there' are
grounds for ill feelings against the
Marine Corps, as a whole, but I do
not feel it strong enough to ban
them altogether. It is the students'
right to know what advantages
they can get out of the Marines and
this method of recruiting is one of
the best ways for them to find out.
If there is something in the
Marines that will help or that
appeals to a student at Trinity it is
that students' choice to make use of
it or not.
Merrill Dow "78
The Wizzard
Starting in the next issue of the
Tripod, a new column entitled The
Wizzard will be printed: The
Wizzard will appear weekly to
answer all questions you may have
on life, problems, your . collet
relationships. o-j whatever els' 3
on your mind. Submit y^ *
querries to the Trinity Tripo<J
(P.O. Box 1310) or drop them at Hi*
Tripod office in Seabury. I*6
Wizzard will gladly offer advice on
anything you always wanted to
know abou< anything. Truthfully>
The Wi?..
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Everything You Always Wanted To Know
About The Bells
by Janet Stahl
How many of you have ever
wondered what goes on inside the
bell tower, the tallest part of the
chapel and the home of the
carillon? For that matter, how
many of you have really listened to
the music played on the bells?
Viewed from the quad, the tower
is composed of four levels. The
first, the base of the tower, is part
of the chapel interior. From the
interior, the narrow metal stair-
way, winds up to the upper levels.
The pipe organ, which can be used
for practicing is on the second
floor. On the outside, this level is
distinguished by the second set of
smaller windows. The larger
windows above these marks are
third level where the carillon's
keyboard is situated. Finally, the
highest section (which is open)
houses the bells themselves.
When the carillon is played, it is
done so on the third level up from
the ground. This area is actually
split-level. On the lower portion,
there is a practice keyboard. This
instrument duplicates the action of
the real instrument, but instead of
ringing the bells, little hammers
strike wooden keys, producing a
much smaller sound.
The carillon keyboard is
Photo by Steve Roberts
elevated on a platform which can
be reached by a ladder. The in-
strument is played with both
hands, and occasionally one or
both •" feet besides. The player
strikes large wooden keys or
batons with his or her fist. The
baton pulls down on a wire which
runs to the bell cage in the top of
the tower. This wire, through
torsion bars and more wires, pulls
the clapper of the bell against the
side of the bell, thus producing a
sound. It is the clapper which
moves, the bell itself is stationary.
Below the keyboard are 76 pedals
which duplicate the lower half of
the console (there are 30 bells in all
on the console). Occasionally, the
carillonneur will play the pedals
with his or her feet, leaving the
hands free to play more difficult or
complicated passages. Dynamics,
the "louds" and "softs" of music,
are produced by varying the force
with which the batons are struck.
The 30 bronze bells in Trinity's
carillon weigh from 40-5,600
pounds. The range of the bells'
tones is from a B-natural to an F-
sharp, but on the console, the
corresponding keys are actually
one-half tone higher (from C-G).
The range spans about two-and-
one-half octaves.
To tune the bell (an estimated
pitch is determined first by the size
of the bell), a latheis used to grind
away the metal on the inside of the
bell. This refines the tone to a truer
pitch. When all the bells of the
carillon are assembled in the bell
cage, they have to be tuned again
to each other.
Dan Kehoe ('78), Trinity's
master carillonneur, defined a
carillon as "anything with 23 or
more bells tuned chromatically."
Incidentally, the chimes that ring
out the quarter-hours are not
played by a carilloneur. In fact,
they're not even played on the
carillon. The time is rung out by an
electronic device in Downes
Memorial which strikes different
tuning forks. The sound is elec-
tronically amplified through four
loudspeakers located at the top of
the chapel tower.
When someone is playing the
carillon, the electronic chimes can
be turned off by means of a switch.
Also, the quarter-hour chimes are
muted between 8 p.m. and 8 a.m.
daily.
According to Kehoe, the carillon
is played 15 minutes prior to any
religious service in the chapel.
This means, it is played at 10:15
p.m. on Tues. and Thurs., 12:15
p.m. on Wed., and 10:15 a.m. on
Sun. The bells are also rung for
weddings, memorial services, and
to welcome dignified visitors to the
college. Chaplain Tull said it's a
"fun tradition to greet in-
ternational guests with their
national anthem.".
Kehoe said "once you play
before a service1, you can't wait to
play again." Unfortunately, there
are restrictions as to when the bells
can be sounded. They can't be
played during office hours nor
after 7 p.m. on weekdays (except
for, before services) because . of
graduate classes. Kehoe often
plays between 6 and 7 p-.m.,
however, and the bells can be
played at almost anytime on
weekends. Of course, there are
exceptions here>also. For example,
the bells can't be played during
sports events, quad activities, or if
special meetings are being held in
the business offices.
Besides playing before the
church services, the carillonneurs
at Trinity have begun giving
recitals on Mon. and Fri. at 12:30
p.m. which last about 20 minutes.
Said Kehoe, "It gives us a chance
to play a program that you
wouldn't normally hear for a
religious service. It gives you a
feeling of 'this is Trinity College'
(and) adds some enchantment to
the noon hour." Kehoe added that
the carillon is something that a lot
of colleges don't have. "It gives us
a little class," he said.
A carillon concert series is held
every summer on Wed. evenings.
According to Chaplain Tull, this
past summer's attendance was the
best ever, with as many as 850
persons on a given evening.
Chaplain Tull said people come
from all over to hear the bells
played each week by a different
guest carillonneur. He said "a lot
of families come with picnics that
range from grinders picked up on
the way to very elaborate picnics. I
(even) saw one guy whipping
whipped cream." Bart Wilson,
director of public information for
the College, arranges the summer
series. During the academic year,
Chaplain Tull and Riel Crandall
(director of Buildings and
Grounds) handle all correspon-
dence for and maintenance of the
carillon.
The music played at the summer
series and during the year covers
the music spectrum in both age
and genre. Much of the music is
written for piano, but there is also
music written especially for the
carillon. Kehoe said there are two
distinct styles of playing the bells.
The romantic style, which is
flowing and smooth passages with
many embellishments, originates
in Europe (particularly the
Netherlands). The North
American style is more rigid and
exact.
Cfl
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People are hearing everything
from popular tunes to classical and
baroque played on Trinity's
carillon. This is basically because
several different people play the
bells, and each gets to determine
his or her own program. The
Trinity guild doesn't establish
repertoire guidelines for the
carillonneurs.
The three most active players of
the carillon are Kehoe (the
master), and his two assistants,
Stan Ackert (76) and Phil Crevier
(78). Both Ackert and Crevier
have played recitals on the famous
Riverside Church carillon in New
York City. Last summer, Kehoe
studied on the fourth largest
carillon in the world, which just
happened to be located in. his
hometown, Springfield, 111, The
master of the Thomas Rees
Memorial carillon is Raymond
Keldermans from Belgium. Kehoe
plans to further his studies under
Keldermans next summer.
Trinity's master and his
assistants are paid minimal sums
each semester for playing and
teaching. But, said Kehoe, "once
you get hooked on the bells, you
don't care if you get paid or not."
(Continued on page 14)
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HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL
Students
Teachers
Scientists
Engineers
Lawyers
WHAT DO ALL THESE 'PEOPLE HAVE IN COMMON?
All are interested in manageriat careers and presently
enrolled in the MBA Program at Harvard Business ,
School. Should you be here?
Come meet with Dean W. Cur r ie ,
of HBS here on campus Oct. 6, 1975
at the Alumni Ltvingroom, 79 Vernort S t .
to find out.
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the arts and criticism
by Elizabeth Page
In light of the difficulty the
Trinity dance department has had
in its attempt to secure the
recognition of dance as a discipline
worthy of "academic" status, I
hesitate to make public any
criticism of their product-why
give the pedants ammunition. To
avoid any possibility of
"betrayal", I address my com-
ments to dancers (and a depart-
ment) long worthy of committed
attention, discussion, support and
criticism.
I witnessed "Sifting" from 10:30
p.m. until midnight. During this
time period Phyllis , Roberts
danced an interesting duet with a
lamp (approx. three minutes),
Phyllis Roberts and Wendy Perron
engaged in some lovely pulls and
turablesonandoff the floor (approx.
two minutes), and Stephanie
Woodard ac t ed /danced- -
brilliantly--a "guest lecture"
(approx. fifteen minutes). The
balance of time was not well used.
There seemed to be a basic lack of
decision-is this (1) a performance-
-in which case some responsibility
to the audience must be taken, i.e.
some attempt must be made to
breakout of the private experience
or (2) a ritual--in which case all
people in the room should, at least,
'Sifting'Finds A Few Gems
feel welcome to participate. By
offering two possibilities I do not
mean to limit the potential of a
dance experience-these two were
simply most suggestive.
I felt the lack of decision not only
in the structure of the program but
in the dancing itself. The dancers
seemed uncertain as to their
overall purpose in dancing, As a
result a sense of commitment to
the movement was absent. (I
noticed this type of hollowness at1
the game/concert given by the
Repertory class last spring which I
felt was also ill-defined.) Certain
verbal exchanges (and oc-
casionally physical exchanges) of
an apparently private nature
served to increase my alienation
from the dancing and create a case
for the criticism of self-indulgence.
Again, a decision as to the focus-
action of the program could have
prevented this confusion.
My final criticism is leveled at
myself for spending such a short
time with the work. Unfortunately,
it was unavoidable. Despite my
expressed dissatisfaction with
what I saw I would not have spent
10:30 to midnight Tuesday any
other way. Please, more!
Language and Myths:
The Aesthetics of lCowf
r
Eugene Fodor
In Concert
Violinist Eugene Fodor, the only
American to share top honors in
Moscow's Tchaikovsky violin
competition, opens the 1975-76
season of the Hartford Symphony
Orchestra on Wednesday, October
8 at 8:15 p.m. at Hartford's
Bushnell Memorial.
The Symphony, conducted by
Arthur Winograd, is dedicating the
new season, its 32nd, to the
American Bicentennial by
featuring a roster of American
guest artists and performance of at
least one American work at each of
its ten'Wednesday programs.
On October 8th, Fodor will play
two works-Bach's "Concerto for
Violin and String Orchestra;" and
the Glaizounov "Violin Copland's
"An Outdoor Overture." Copland,
considered the dean of American
composers, celebrates his 75th
birthday in November.
Other works on this same
program are Brahms' "Variations
on a Theme by Haydn" and
Stravinsky's "Firebird Suite."
Guest artists this season also
include violinists Charles Treger
and Isaac Stem;- pianists Lorin
Hollander, Garrick Ohlsson, Ruth
Laredo and Andre Watts; baritone
Vern Shinall with the Hartt College
of Music Chorale; and duo concetti
played by pianists Anne Koscielny
and Raymond Hanson, and by
Bernard Lurie, violin and Harry
Clark, cello.
Connecticut Cleaners
347 Washington Street - Hartford
— FREE —
Student Discount Cards
Available At Store
Wash & Dry Bundles
Dry Cleaning | Day Service
by Michael Madore
To discuss the triangle of
aesthetics is to accept the illusion
of language. In other words,
depression is hysterical. Being the
"hoof-in-succinct-mud" animal
type that we are, we trudge along
in the transcendental realm of
functional signs pushing our way
into the high and useless domain of
meaning or the meaning of
meaning which returns us to
religion. The system of "cow"
involves the brain towers which
give us the sensation of "cow" (it
has four legs, it chews, it is in a
pasture, there is a fence around the
pasture, etc,) and the rolling of the
word "cow" as it tumbles-tumbles
from the morph of mouth. How
pleasant!
But, to discuss a painting of a
"cow" (a realistic ptng. of a cow, a
ptng. of its legs only, a ptng, of its
two front legs, a ptng. of one of its
legs, a ptng. of an "x" which in-
dicates the gesture or presence of
the cow, etc) or a musical piece
based on the triangle of cow (the
geometry of its moo-moo, the
sound of its milk or semen entering
the mouth of the critic, etc.) is to
acknowledge (even though we are
depressingly hysterical) that our
cow is-remarkably arbitrary and
therefore most religious in a,
manner that keeps young boys"
together. Can we define "cow?" Is
"cow" political?
"Cow" can become anything
(assuming our triangle to be a
representative or model of
everything) an artist (a term used
cautiously) wants it to be regar-
dless of marx, mother, and
monotheism. With their history
toys, purm,m,m,'s can play out the
concept and sound of "cow" and
arrange their pieces along a most
agreeable axis. But, can our artist
be content with our "cow-cow"
grazing in some hysterical
(therefore: useless) womb-field
(in the manner of mines)?
"Jack and Jill went down the hill
to say'hello'to Hy and Lil a t . . .
H&L PACKAGE STORE
Liquors Wines Beer
219 Zion Street, Hartford
247-9138
The closest package store to Trinity College!
Human beingsss, being quite
dispensible in the PATTERN of
THINGS, must acknowledge ' the
rhythm of cancer (our triangle of
disease) of aesthetics and accept
the Fury of Cow as it procueds'to
invert and de-invert its logical
meanings. The hysteria of
adolescence!
since economics, the embrace of
economical mother, and the trivia
of an economical god (mmm) are
tied to the scatology of facts, must
we continue to belabour the point
as to whether or not aesthetics are
worthwhile? isn't it quite the op-
posite? that illusion of progress
and human beingsss surfaces as
the debris-chatter and that art is
everything in that it transcends
temporality and morality.
art is superior without recourse
to barricades and time sheets, its
garden relationship (certainly a
most chaotic affair of the lung
hemispheres) with '•madness"
(another term used cautiously) is
keyed on the structure o silence
which hopelessly negates and then
negates, our "cow" irrationally
plugs the veins of logicians and
workers' committees (translate:
heterosexuality) and entertains
(and at the same time horrifies)
the Ahystorical children of
language and myth.
to engage in aesthetics (tran-
slate: homosexuality) is to con-
tinue the PATTERN of
irrationality, Ahystoricism,
hunger, cynicism, neurasthenia,
and the despondency over the
trivial illusions of human beingsss.
animals and time are one and the
same thing.
specifically, our "cow" has
become sassy, unreasonable, new-
yorked, animistic (which is the
theory of animals), sardonic,
certainly useless, and the first and
only artifact regardless of worker
A and aristocrat B fighting it out in
the streets of faith-in-logic, faith-
in-heterosex.
cow is silence, cow is superior
(what can anyone hope to say?);
cow is the last child, the last
priest.
cow is before and after the word'
the word is everything in itself, it
is possible.
male for male.
female for female.
art for an
in other words.
"sUek-up-your-fiands."'
me HipiHl.
Books:
CAVETT
by Dick Cavett and
Christopher Bakerfield
When Dick revisits Yale today,
he finds not only that his old fresh-
man quarters at Vanderbilt Hall
are occupied by girls, but also that
above the door in his old bedroom a
brass plaque announces: Dick
Cavett Slept Here.
"What's more," says Dick, "I
didn't put it there."
(From Cavett
by Dick Cavett and
Christopher Porterfield)
In the book Cavett, which one
critic says is "the next best thing to
having Dick Cavett over for din-
ner," the Emmy Award-winning
talk show host, magician, cham-
pion gymnast and former
department store "spy" turns the
tables on himself.
This time Cavett answers, rather
than asks, the questions, thrown to
him by co-author and one-time
college roommate Christopher
Porterfield in a sort of talk show in
prose. He answers his fans, an-
swers his critics and speaks his
mind on everything from network
television and government "pre-
censorship" to a bully from
boyhood and a blind date from
Bennington.
A national bestseller and
Literary Guild selection when
published in hardcover by Harcourt
Brace Joyanoyich, Cavett debuts
in Bantam paperback in Sep-
tember, featuring 16 pages of
photos of Cavett and friends and
memorable moments.
And it's no-holds-barred as
Cavett talks about Cavett-from his
earliest memory (a manly em-
barrassment at age six months), to
a first-try rejection at NBC ("a pat
on the shoulder and two tickets to
the 'Mr. Peepers Show"), to
present musings on stardom-with a
never-ending supply of the Cavett
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THE LIBERATED MAN
by Warren Farrell
"If there is one basic handbook
for the man who wants to move
beyond masculinity on all fronts-
psychological, theoretical,
practical and personal-a book
which authoritatively draws from
behavioral science research and
experience with consciousness-
raising groups, it is this book."
Barbara Seaman,
author of Free and Female
"A great book, amazingly in-
sightful in a down-to-earth, every
day level. I couldn't put it down."
Alan Alda
Pioneer men's liberationist
Warren Farrell spells out the case
for freeing the male from his
socially and self-imposed shackles-
and the strategy for doing it-in The
Liberated Man.
Subtitled Beyond Masculinity;
Freeing Men and Their
Relationships with Women, it is
targeted to the man who wants
more out of life than just a job,
wife, kids and the pressures of
wit.
Other topics he discusses are:
sexual initiation back home in
Nebraska; sharing the high school
stage with Sandy Dennis; standing
in for Johnny Carson at age 14;
"when it hit the fan-on the air";
"when it hit the fan-off the air" and
more.
Dick Cavett was born in Gibbon,
Nebraska, and raised in Gibbon,
Grand Island and Lincoln,
Nebraska. At age two he was
reciting verse and at age 14 played
Macbeth on a Saturday morning
radio show. He received a
scholarship to Yale University and
while an undergraduate appeared
at the Oregon and Stratford, Conn.,
Shakespeare Festivals and in
numerous college radio and stage
productions. He acted after college
and worked as a comedy writer for
"The Tonight Show," the "Merv
Griffin Show" and the "Jerry
Lewis Show." In 1969 he was given
his own evening talk show. He and
his wife, actress Carrie Nye, live in
New York City.
Prior to becoming executive
producer of the "Dick Cavett
Show" in 1974, Christopher Por-
terfield was a senior editor at
Time, writing its music section and
contributing book, theater and film
criticism and numerous cover
stories. He is now in charge of
development for Cavett's
production company and makes
his home in New York City with his
wife and three children.
being the sole "breadwinner."
A Random House hardcover, this
is Farrell's account of the other
side of the sex role revolution.
The book is organized in three
sections, with the first centering on
the limitations of masculinity.
After examining the origin and
nature of masculine values, he
documents how these values
operate in business, politics, child-
rearing, the news media, the
military, in athletics and in sexual
relationships. Then he shows how
the stubborn pursuit of those values
can lead to impotence, clockwork
e x e c u t i v e s , h i g h - l e v e l
mediocrities, self-alienation, and
violence.
In the second section, Farrell
discusses the preliminary steps for
changing masculine behavior to
THE UNIQUE 8. UNUSUAL S P E C I A L !
§CmV$ft 8" JADE PLANTSJ l l ^ j f l P $4.50 THIS WEEK
"THINGS THAT GROW'^ext T o
295 Washington St. piZZg Plus
COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
1220 Broad St.
Corner of Allen Place
One Block Below Vernon
LONG HAIR SHAPING
1
 »_
SHOES REPAIRED
TRINITY SHOE SERVICE
241 Zion St. (Over The Rocks)
AAon. - Fri. 8-5 p.m. Sat. 8-3 p.m.
human behavior.
Farrell devotes the last section
to men's consciousness-raising, its
tools, topics and techniques, with
specific examples of how men's
attitudes have been changed to the
benefit of themselves and the
women in their lives.
Warren Farrell, who lectures
widely and is the subject of
numberous feature stories, is one
of the primary organizers of a
soon-to-be-announced national
men's liberation organization to be
called MAN, for Men's Awareness
Network. He also is involved in the
planning of a National Men's
Liberation Day, set for October
13th. He has been elected three
times to the Board of Directors of
the National Organization of
Women in New York City, and
founded the Task Force on the
Masculine Mystique for NOW.
Farrell received his Ph.D. from
New York University in 1974,
having completed (with distinc-
tion) a dissertation on changing
men's attitudes toward liberation.
He currently teaches courses at
Brooklyn College on the sociology
of masculinity and the sociology of
sex roles. Earlier he left his full-
time teaching post to move from
Rutgers for his wife's career op-
portunities while he taught part
time. He and his wife Ursula now
live in Manhattan.
Sept.
29
Oct.
6
Oct.
13
Oct.
20
Oct.
27
Nov.
3
Nov.
10
Nov.
17
Nov.
24
Carillon
Recitals
MONDAY
Stan Ackert
Phil Crevier
Walter Lawn
Stan Ackert
Phil Crevier
Phil Crevier
Stan Ackert
Phil Crevier
Dan Kehoe
Oct.
3
Oct.
10
Oct.
17
Oct.
24
Oct.
31
Nov.
7
Nov.
14
Nov.
21
Nov.
28
FRIDAY
Walter Lawn
Dan Kehoe
Dan Kehoe
Open Period
Dan Kehoe
Walter Lawn
Dan Kehoe
Walter Lawn
Thanksgiving
[~ $33,500^000 ~J
I UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS |
I Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and I
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these 1
sources researched and compiled as^of September 5, 1975. •
UNCLAIMED.SCHOLARSHIPS I
1 369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103 . §
• I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling. §
(Check or money order — no cash, please.) -
I lf you.wish'to use your charge card, 1-.
please fill out appropriate boxes below: I
I r—iMSIB pHHir—, PLEASE RUSH YOUR I
.L^rl|Hp5) I — — j1— J CURRENT LIST OF' •
I Expiration DH» r- ' 1 UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS I
. Monlh/Ywr. I , 1 ••cni'lRrFS TO- I
MMler Ch*rg» , • 1 b O U R U t b l U .
Inlarbanfc No, I, I j
I Credit 1 ' ~~1 ICard No. I —— ' •
Name •
I Address : ••• • f
LCity ......:.... ...;.:.. State . . Zip . .
Maine residents please add 5% sales tax. I
C&N AUTO SERVICE
General Auto Repairing
1279 Broad Street, Hartford
246-0055 Jos. Castro, Prop.
P H I L ' S *
iJV
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. . . More On The Bells
(Continued from page 11)
Besides the three most active
carillonneurs, there are three
others who mostly share the
responsibilities of playing before
the services. They are Walter
Lawn (76), Mark Strickland ('77),
and Charles Bathke ("77). Kehoe
and Ackert teach lessons on the
carillon. Anyone associated with
Trinity in the remotest way is
welcome to take lessons either
Wed. or Thurs. evenings, or both if
the desire to play is strong. Kehoe
said the interest in learning to play
the bells has increased this year.
He and Ackert are teaching about
six students regularly.
Many of Trinity's former
carillonneurs are still quite active
with the bells. Former master and
Kehoe's teacher Suzanne Gates
075) is teaching and giving recitals
on other carillons in Ct. Former
assistant Andrea McCrady ('75) is
presently studying the carillon at
the Carillon School of the
Netherlands in Amersfort. She was
awarded a Watson Traveling
Fellowship last spring for her
project concerning the history of
the carillon.
Among Trinity's faculty and
staff are two former carillonneurs
who still enjoy playing when the
opportunity arises. One is Dr.
William Bowie (professor-
chemistry) and the other is Peter
Knapp (reference librarian).
Kehoe has been playing since his
freshman year. He said for the first
year, the student is called an ap-
prentice. The second year of study
entitles the apprentice to mem-
bership in the Trinity guild of
Carillonneurs, regardless of
ability. There is a national
professional guild called the Guild
of Cariltonneurs in North America,
founded at Trinity, incidentally,
which Kehoe would like to enter
someday. He hopes that within a
year he'll feel confident enough to
IVIUWbC
A ROOM
O' CrlRUS.1 TlME
FOR PANTY-
RAIDIN'J
apply for membership and undergo
the audition before a panel of Guild
members.
Trinity's carillon is famous as
the home base for the national
carillon organization, but Chaplain
Tull said the tower and carillon are .
also ideal because of location. First
of all, it is on a college campus, so
there is a greater likelihood of
maintaining an interest in the
bells.
Secondly, the location of the end
o£ the quad serves a two^old
purpose, said Chaplain Tull, The
buildings of the long walk not only
screen extraneous noise from
beyond, but the quad itself serves
as a large "sitting room" for those
listening to the bells. The top of the
chapel tower is the highest point in
Hartford, and for this reason was
used as a Civil Defense post for
aircraft spotters during World War
Two.
The carillon was a gift of the late
Reverend and Mrs. John Plumb,
whose son John C26) died while a
student at Trinity. The bells were
cast by John Taylor ,& Co. in
Loughborough, England, and were
first played in 1931 by Kamiel
Lefevere, then carillonneur of the
Riverside Church.
In 1934, the late President
Remson Ogilby (himself a
carillonneur) and 25 other
carillonneurs gathered at the
Trinity carillon. From this meeting
two years later, the Guild of
Carillonneurs in North America
was formed. This meeting in 1934 is
commemorated by an inscription
in Latin carved in the door at the
base of the tower.
Trinity's upper five bells have
acquired a somewhat "tinny"
sound in past years. When first
cast, these bells were made with
thin walls to produce higher pit-
ches, and the casting was done as
well as possible with what was
available in the 1930's. However,
the thin walls corroded with time.
A bequest left to the Trinity
Guild will enable the Guild to
replace the upper eight bells, and
add 19 new smaller bells with
higher pitches. A contract has been
signed with the casters of the
original bells, John Taylor & Co.,
who will be able- to duplicate the
style and tone quality of the older
bells from the original plans. The
new bells, which will hopefully be
installed by Sept., 1976, will in-
crease the range to four oclaves
(from C-C). With 49 bells, the "type
of music and the sound of the music
will be much more attractive,"
Kehoe said. He added that "some
of the music you just can't play
with 30 bells because the range is
just too small."
Both Chaplain Tull and Kehoe
have noted an increase in interest
in the carillon over the past few
years. Kehoe said many churches
are having real manually-played
(as opposed !<> electronically)
carillons instiillod.
KCIHK' said this year h«; will try to
make Trinity students appreciate
the bells and "not ju.sl euss at
them." Hopefully, he .said, "they'll
realize there's somebody putting
out effort and not just flicking a
switch.
Carillon
Semi nor
On Sat,, Oct. 4, Carillonneur
Frank Law from Valley Forge, Pa.
will conduct a seminar and play a
recital on the Trinity carillon. The
railing around the console in the
tower has been "dressed up" for
the event with blue, green, red and
yellow strips of cloth.
This and other events to be
scheduled in the spring are an
attempt to get Trinity students
more interested in the bells, said
Kehoe. Chaplain Tull said the
Trinity Guild will be making tours
to other carillons in the Ct. area,
He added that a special concert of
carillon and brass music will be
coming up sometime this year.
This combination of bells and brass
is an ancient genre of music,
Chaplain Tull raid.
Kehoe's assistant Ackert feels
the expansion of the carillon next
year will "enhance campus life"
because "The carillon will be
heard more often." Ackert would
like to see public tours conducted
of the tower, but he added that
these nave always been difficult to
arrange because of the restrictions
placed on the College by its in-
surance company. At present, no
one but the carillonneurs and their
apprentices are allowed in the
tower.
Photo by Steve Roberts
NOBODY DOES
PANTY-RA1TJIN1
NO MORE. '
S?l.9.7f ley GRCCOKY
OH DE JOYS C PflNTY*RfllOIN'/ ^
F R O U C I N ' AN JOUNCIM' ABOUT
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Spanish Club
The Spanish Club .will hold an
organj7ational meeting on Wed-
nesday October ist at 4 p.m. in
Alumni Lounge to elect officers
and to discuss proposed events for
the upcoming year. All interested
students are urged to attend.
-Special, regular haircuts S3.00
Male Roommate wanted for a
Ig. Now Britain Ave. home
(around. Oct. 1st) Own room -
cheap rent - within walking
distance of Trinity. Ideal lor
students. Call 778-0819.
^•^5*»«™««»B»»«iMi*B«»»H»«#a»«#«#«#i«J
ONLY
« Russell Stover
Candies
< • Legal Beverages
• Hudson Vitamins
Checks will be cashed with
Trinity I.D.
Open Daily: 8:00 A.M..8:3Q PM
SUNDAY: 8:00 AM-5:00 PM .„
168 HILLSIDE AVE., HARTFtJRD CONN
Delicious Pizzas & Grinders
open 7 days a week
Mon.-Thurs Sun.5p.m.-12a.m.
^ PH. & Sat. 2 a.m.
e*U at 522-0422
GIANT GRINDERS
HELIOIOUS P\22k%
WMA*1*
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Freshmen Vie For SGA, MHBOG Seats
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The Student Government
Association will conduct freshmen
elections to the SGA and the
Mathew Board of Governors on
Thursday, Oct. 2 in Mather Hall.
Sixteen students submitted
nominations for the nine openings
on the SGA but only one freshman
submitted a nomination for the six
positions on MBOG. The remaining
positions to MBOG will be filled
either through write-in campaigns
or by appointment.
All registered freshmen may
cast ballots; the polls at Mather
Hall will be open from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. Students may cast three votes
in the SGA contest and two votes in
the MBOG election.
Candidates receiving the largest
number of votes will be declared
winners. Freshmen are en-
couraged to run write-in cam-
paigns, particularly for MBOG
Victory as a write-in candidate
requires a minimum of fifteen
votes.
Members of the SGA will count
the ballots next weekend in the
Student Government Office. The
results will be announced as soon
as they are final.
Freshman Statements
vote for 3, elect 9 students
Jane Beddall
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Freshmen! Since we haven't
been here long enough to fully
explore all the issues and points
involved in them, I won't be so
unrealistic as to make any brash
promises. However, I assure you
that I can and will do a good job for
you if you elect me to S.G.A.
Robert Hurlock
I would like to become an active
part in the decision-making
process which involves each of us
directly by becoming a member of
the SGA. Through these first few
weeks, I have met many Freshmen
and I feel that I have gained an
understanding of their opinions
and problems. As a member of the
by ilst
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Student Government Association, I
would try to represent their views
and convey students; opinions
through the proper channels so
that they may be acted upon
constructively. As your
representative, I can assure you
that I would diligently com-
municate your thoughts and
feelings to the government and
make the Freshmen voice loud and
clear in our student government.
William W. McCandless
The S.G.A. has worked well over
the years. Most recently, however,
it seems that its efficiency can be
attributed directly to those
representing the S.G.A.
Nonetheless, I feel very strongly
that participation by the student
body, as a whole, is essential to our
relatively small community.
In Student Government, ex-
pediency is the key to efficiency.
Sometimes pressing issues, at
their outset, become neglected and
are subsequently doomed to
.stagnate within the bureaucracy.
As 'representative, I would be
available to any member of the
freshman class to act, essentially,
as your envoy to make the S.G.A. a
positive force within this in-
stitution.
Kurt Meister
One of the reasons why I am
seeking the candidacy for SGA is
that this position would provide me
the opportunity to become
acquainted with both the govern-
mental policies at Trinity, and with
other students new to me as well.
As a result of continual par-
ticipation through this committee,
I hope to grow cognizant of dif-
fering students' views and ex-
pectations regarding Trinity.
Being a new member of this
organization, I would sincerely try
to present the students' opinions
fairly and objectively so that a
favorable conclusion could be
reached. Thank you for your
support.
Helen Morrison
I will not. in this statement at-
tempt to give a list of promises
and/or plans for school im-
provement "to be fulfilled if
elected" to the Student Govern-
ment Association. I would find it
impossible to formulate such a list
after living here only four weeks.
In such a short period of time I
have no definite ideas of the
essential needs of problems of this
school. I can, however, make one
strong promise; as a member of
SGA I will work very hard to make
this school into the best possible
social and academic environment.
I will work with an open and aware
mind, contributing original ideas
for school betterment.
Cheryl Nikonovich
I am a freshman running for a
position on the SGA. Since I have
been here only one month, I will not
profess to know all the hot issues on
campus. The only promise that I
am going to make is that I .will
work hard to serve you and try my
best to fulfill all student needs.
SPECIALIZING IN
ITALIAN BAKERY PRODUCTS
Motto's Bakery & Pastry Shop
SPINACH PIES, PIZZA, PASTRY
CAKES FOR ALL OCCASIONS
BREAD - ROLLS
PHONE S 2 S - 6 O 9 3
3 3 NEW BRITAIN AVE-
HARTFORD, CONN.
Dianne Rosentrater
Dianne Rosentrater is running
for a freshman position on the
SGA. What specifically qualifies
her to run for such a position?
She's had various leadership ex-
periences, both in school and the
community, but that, she feels, is
only a side-kick of her main
qualification. Her thing is
PEOPLE. She really takes a
sincere interest in every individual
she meets. Her interest is active,
not passive, and she's happy to
help people in any way she can. Let
her help you by representing you.
This Thursday, vote Dianne.
Seth Price
Let me think of all the things that
I could tell you in one hundred
words. I could tell you about all the
things I did in high school but I
don't think that would particularly
interest or impress you. For all
that I know, there are nine people
running who are more qualified to
be in the S.G.A. than I am. All I
know is that I plan on working hard
to make Trinity a great place to
be—even for us poor,
discriminated against freshmen.
So give me a chance and I'll see
what I can do for you...
Seth Price
Sid Rowell
I'm. running for Student
Government because I listen to
people.
Sid Rowell
Bennett B. Wethered
My name is Bennett Wethered.
I'd like to represent the Freshman
class on the Student Government
Association and I know that I
would work hard for my fellow
freshmen. Those on the S.G.A.
should know the people they're
representing and that is why I have
tried to personally meet with as
many freshmen as possible, trying
to meet with my classmates and
know the people I'll be working for.
I've been to all 3 of the meetings
the S.G.A. has had this year, and
am presently on two of their
committees.
(203) 525-3026
Mahon's
Package Store
PHIL'S
If you have any suggestions,
contact me in person at my room:
Jarvis 117; over the telephone: 246-
8462; or through my post office
box: 392. Give me a piece of your
mind, and I'll vote for you on the
S.G.A.
MHBOG
vote for 2, elect 6 students
Steve Popkin
If elected my first proposal
would be to sue SAGA for breach of
contract. They promised to give us
edible food in return for our money
and they have yet to deliver. My
second proposal would be to ask
The Altaian Bros. Band to give a
small performance in the
Washington Room, If they can't
make it, maybe we can get the
Eagles. For those of you who are
worried about my political con-
victions, I'm against corruption
and for democracy. As for my
political experience, I was
president of my 4th grade class and
I am currently Scott daman's
campaign manager.
Freshmen Elections
Ballot
Student Government Association
(vote for three, elect nine students)
Jane Beddall
Roy Childers
Scott Claman
Rob Hurlock
Cheryl Nikonovitch
William McCandless
Kurt Meister
Helen Morrison
Nat Mills
Susan-Osthoff
Seth Price
Diane Rosentrater
Sid Rowell
Robert Shields
Bennett Wethered
Steve Popkin
Mather Hall Board of Governors
(vote for two, elect six)
Glen Vigorito
write-in candidate
CHRISTOPHER CHUNG
C & C Mobil Service
MAJOR AUTO REPAIRS
OUR SPECIALTY AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC
139 NEW BRITAIN AVE.,
HARTFORD, CT. 06106
if we don't
have it, you can't
drink it!
Liquors • Wines • Beer
• Free Delivery
• Open, Evenings
• "Just Down The Hill"
431 Zion Street
246-9411
''Stop In and See Dick"
& up
from 6 P.M.
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Barhieri Center
This program, formerly known
as the Trinity College/Rome
Campus, will begin receiving
applications from students after 15
October. Applications must be
turned in by 27 October 1975 for
participation during the spring of
1976. ' ,
D.C. Semester
A number of programs run under
the auspices of The American
University in Washington, D.C. are
available for Trinity students to
apply to. If interested for the
Trinity Term 1976, you should
apply by 31 October 1975. Ap-
plications will be available in the
Office of Educational Services on 7
October.
Economics
Present sophomores with at least
a B plus average and who are in-
terested in study away from
Trinity during their junior year are
encouraged to consider the London
School of Economics. Two students
from Trinity have returned from
their last year there, and two other
trinity students will be at the
London School of Economics this
year. Consult the information
(catalog and maroon folder) in the
Office of Educational Services.
Also talk with Professor LeRoy
Dunn and Dean Winslow during
October.
London Study
Mr. C. A. C. Wilson of the British
and European Studies Group (a
new study program emphasizing
history, art history, literature,
political science, theatre arts, and
sociology) will be at Trinity on
Thursday, 9 October 1975, to
discuss this one term or full year
program in London. He will be
available in Alumni Lounge at 2:00
p.m. to meet with students in-
terested in the possibility of
studying in London through this
program. Information on the
program is available in the Office
of Educational Services (see the
marroon folder).
Venture Program
A large job bank of available
opportunities for employment
during a term off from Trinity is
available in the Office of
Educational Services. This in-
cludes a number of foreign jobs,
and Trinity students have been
placed in these as well as in"
domestic opportunities. Students
at all interested in taking a term
off from the College and obtaining
employment through the Venture
Program should contact Dean
Winslow at least three months
before the time they plan to be
away. There is no fee for using the
services of the program unless one
accepts a placement. There is then
a $50 placement fee.
On 20 October 1975 (Monday) Mr.
Dingman of the College Venture
Program will be available in
Alumni Lounge at 3:30 p.m. to
discuss the program and how it can
serve students. There is no
obligation attendant upon coming
to this /meeting.'All are welcome.
Program
Opportunity
Two students with fluency or
near-fluency in Spanish needed for
business internships in Medellin,
Colombia. Student must have
completed three years with a
major in business administration
or economics. Wages will cover
living expenses only, with job
being full time for five months.
Students must apply • before
November 1, 1975; starting date:
February 1, 1976.
Writing Workshop
"Triffids and Tropisms," a
creative writing workshop, is
looking for prospective students.
Emphasis will be on experimental,
personal, imagistic writing. There
will be a small fee. Call Wooden
Ships at 525-0424.
Broad Electronics
Sell - Buy - Service - Trade
Home & Car
Entertainment Equipment
Used T.V.'s & Stereos
AT REASONABLE PRICES
NOW ON SPECIAL
Automatic In-Dash AM - Car Radio
AM Model Up.-2064
Plus 2 Speakers
Midland AM & FM Stereo
M. Plex Plus 2 Speakers
G.E. Turntable - 4 Speed
Plus 2 Speakers
Realistic PA Amp
Plus High-Low Imp. Mic
AM-FM Portable Radio AC/DC
2" Motorola B&W T.V.
19" RCA B&W T.V.
$40l
$ 50 0 0
$ 1 2 5 0
$4000
$ 45 0 0
1262 Broad St. (Next to Friendly's)
Phone 522-9022 Hrs: 9:30 - 7:00 P.M.
Call Before Coming) Sat. 9 A.M. - 8 P.M.
{installation available)
Eight-sixteen students needed as
activity counselors in Boston and
near suburbs. Some background
experience in working with
children and/or adults needed. Job
lasts throughout the academic
year, with students either working,
full-time or 20 hours per week at
$3.00/hour.
One student needed as a
messenger-office worker in
downtown Boston. Will work as
messenger to banks, mail
responsibility, some xeroxing,
general office responsibilities.
Hours: 8 to 5, September to
December, $125/week.
Proofreader with background in
math needed in Boston,
Proofreading manuscript for book
dealing with mortality and sur-
vival data, Aid in index
preparation. Twenty hours/week,
September to December or
January; $3.00-$3.50/hour.
Student wanted as soon as
possible to work with the Boston
City Hall and the Deer Island
Prison in statistical research
regarding recidivism, work-
release programs and the
establishment of a management
information system. A Math major
or a student with background in
computer science or statistics is
preferred. The salary is $6,500 per
year and the length of placement is
from six months to one year.
Student who wishes to write
advertising copy for a radio station
in New Bedford, Massachusetts, is
wanted, immediately. Salary is
$2.50.per hour and the length of
placement is from three to six
months. At least 20 hours per week
is assured, and it is possible that
the right student Could work for 40
hours per week. The job requires
someone who can write well and
has a good imagination.
The Special Needs Alternative
Junior High School in Medford,
Massachusetts, is looking for a
staff person to work with
adolescents having behavioral
problems. The starting date is
immediately and the salary is
$45.00 per week. A commitment of
six months is asked for. This is a
. half-time position.
A reading tutor is sought for a
maximum of a 35-hour per weekjob ($35.00 per week is the pay) in
Sommerville, Massachusetts. A
commitment of from 4 to 6 months
is asked for, and the tutoring can
be done during the evening. The
requirements are that the person
filling the job be able to simplify
and demonstrate both orally and in
writing.
A proof reader for a twenty-hour
per week job starting immediately
and running through December or
January is needed in Boston. The
salary is from $3.00 to $3.50 per
hour. The candidate should be a
good speller as well as having
background in Math because the
job deals with proofreading a
manuscript for a book dealing with
mortality and survival data.
The possibility exists for a
student to combine two of the three
jobs above. Each is in or near
Boston and is or can be a part-time
position.
Two half-time jobs exist in
Melrose, Massachusetts, and can
be combined into one full-time
position. They are, respectively, a
tutor/counselor working with
adolescents in an Alternative High
School and a case worker with a
foster care program. Each job
offers as remuneration free room
and board,
There is an immediate opening
for a person with typing skills who
wishes to work in Boston as an
Administrative Secretary in the
Public Relations Office of a
hospital. The work would require a
one-year commitment and would
consist in working on a periodic
newsletter as well as doing general
public relations work.
For more information, contact
Robbins Winslow, Dean for
Educational Services, Trinity
College, Hartford, Connecticut
06106, Tel: 527-3151, Ext. 431.
Scandinavian
Seminar
Scandinavian Seminar is now
accepting applications for its study
abroad program in Denmark,
Finland, Norway, or Swenden for
the academic year 1976-77. This
living-and-learning experience is
designed for college students,
graduates and other adults who
want to become part of another
culture while acquiring a second
language.
An initial 3 weeks language
course, followed by a family stay
whenever possible, will give the
student opportunity to practice the
language on a daily basis and to
share in the life of the community.
For the major part of the year he is
separated from his fellow
American students, living and
studying among Scandinavians at
a "People's College" (residential
school for continuing adult
education) or some other
specialized institution.
Overseas Opportunities
P0Si t i0
"
S
 Country Salary (mo.)
Business, Engineering, France $330 min.
Math, Physics, Chemistry,
Teaching English, resort.
Business, clerical, Germany $250 &rm.
resort, engineering, & bd. min.
other technical .
Resort, sales, business, Britain $280 min.
possibly technical some volunteer
Business and technical Belgium $300 min.
Business, teaching Co.ombia $200 min.
English
Teaching English
Language
Requirement
Varies
Moderate
fluency
Moderate
fluency
Moderate
fluency
VariesVarious rm. & bd.
countries and/or salary
Any students interested in a placement in Europe or Colombia in
February or March 1976 must have completed the application process by
mid-October.
It will be appreciated if you will place this memo in the job bank.
A
PIZZA HOUSE
(ACROSS FROM TRINITY COLLEGE)
287 NEW BRITAIN AVENUE
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Richard Staron, Prop.
DELICIOUS PIZZAS &
HOT OVEN GRINDERS
Roast Beef Grinders
Phone247-0234
CALL WHEN YOU LEAVE AND YOUR
A W,LL BE READY WHEN YOU ARR,VE
BUY 4 PIZZAS - ANY 5I7P r-cr r o r , .
* MIMT MZE . OET THE 5th ONE FREE
naoasson
Fair
The fourth Annual Craft Fair,
sponsored by the Middletown
Chapter of Hadassah, will be held
on Sunday, October 5, 1975 from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Riverview
Center in Middletown which is
located directly behind Sears
Roebuck Company or right off
Route 9.
Over 150 craftsmen are expected
from the entire New England area
as well as New York and Penn-
sylvania. The show will be held in
the upper arcade of the Riverview
Plaza and in case of rain will move
to the lower parking arcade.
PUBLIC ADMISSION IS FREE.
Refreshments will be available.
Homemade baked goods and
plants will be for sale by the
Hadassah women. There will also
be a raffle of over fifty items
donated by the craftsmen. Parking
for visitors is plentiful.
Hylarad
- to Speak
On October 14 at 1:30 p.m. Dr.
Drew A. Hyland will present the
first in a series of Town-Gown
lectures to be held in the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center.
Hyland will speak on"Human
Spirit and Human Nature: The
Ambivalent Legacy of Our
Tradition." The lecture is free for
Trinity students with I.D. cards.
Dance
Lecture
Judy Dworin, Assistant
Professor of Dance and Director of
the Dance Program will give a
lecture and videotape presentation
on "Improvisation: An Approach
to Dance in Higher Education" on
Tuesday, October 7 at 4:00 in
McCook 102. All are invited.
JFK
Conference
The tentative line-up for the first
national conference on the death of
John F. Kennedy, October 10th,
11th, and 12th, at the University of
Hartford was released today by
Ann Berman, chairperson of the
Program Council Forum Com-
mittee of the University of Hart-
ford.
Keynote address on the evening
of friday, October 10th, will be
given by Mark Lane, author of
Rush to Judgment and Executive
Director of the Citizens Com-
mission of Inquiry. Lane will also
present an optically-perfected
version of the now-famous
Zapruder film taken at Dealey
Plaza on November 22, 1963.
Saturday morning, October 11th,
presentations will be made by Dr.
Cyril Wecht, Coronor of Allegheny
County, Pennsylvania and eminent
critic of the Warren Commission
Report, and Josiah Thompson,
author of Six Seconds in Dallas.
Completing the panel of forensic
experts will be George O'Toole,
author of The Assasination Tapes,
who has argued that his analysis of
Lee Harvey Oswald's recorded
statements while in the custody of
the Dallas police, gives strong
evidence of Oswald's innocence.
O'Toole will demonstrate the
Psychological Stress Evaluator
which he used in his analysis.
On Saturday afternoon, a panel
on "The Role of the Intelligence
Agencies" will include Bernard
Fensterwald, Jr., founder and
Executive Director of the Com-
mittee to Investigate
Assassinations, and Mark Lane,
who has been working with
Representatives Downing and
Gonzalez to establish a new
Congressional inquiry into the
assassination. "
Union
Place (
On Friday, September 26, a 10-
day festival began on Union Place
in downtown Hartford. It is called
Union Place C1889..1889 being the
year when Union Station was built,-
stretching the entire length of the
street (350 ft.), bringing life to the
street named after it.
There will be street musicians,
horse and buggy rides, an 1889
costume contest, artist display, an
1885 popcorn machine and pop-
corn, antique cars, slides and
movies on railroads, a beer gar-
den, plays, folk music, barber shop
quartets, and jazz and opera.
Mayor's Fair
The Mayor's Fourth Annual all
Americans Festival at G. Fox and
Company's Centinel Hill Hall,
Hartford, has been scheduled from
Monday, October 13, 1975, through
Saturday, October 18, 1975.
Approximately 60 ethnic groups
are expected to take part in the
festival, displaying their native
arts and crafts, as well as ethnic
dances, music and cooking
demonstrations, illustrative of the
rich cultural heritages found
throughout our community.
"This year for the first time"
said Signe Wright, chairman of the
Mayor's All Americans Festival
Public Relations Committee, "We
will have an ethnic history booth,
manned by the project coordinator
and the secretary of "our roots"
ethnic history project. The booth
will serve as a collection point for
various ethnic artifacts relative to
the city of Hartford and which may
be of value in the writing of the
history."
- • 3
Chess
CSub
The Trinity Chess Club will meet
in McCook 203 Tuesday September
30 at 7:30. All people who are in-
terested in any form of chess are
invited to come to the meeting.
R.8.P. Needs
Help
There will be a meeting of
Project R.I.P, Rehabilitation in
Prisons, on Wednesday, October
1st, in the Jackson Lounge at 7 p.m.
for everyone interested in par-
ticipating in this program.
YOUR HELP IS NEEDED!!!!!
Please read the notices around
campus, and come to the meeting.
This meeting is for both old
members and new people who are
interested. If you are interested
but cannot attend this meeting,
please contact Candy Cassin at 525-
7163 or Box 1832, or Nancy Sargon
at 246-0749, evenings.
Kung Fu
Master Pai's Kung Fu class will
meet each Monday and Wednesday
evening in Sea bury 49 from 9 to
10:30 p.m. New members
Welcome.
Facilities
Committee
Got a gripe about college
facilities'? Come to the SGA College
F a c i l i t i e s C o m m i t t e e
meeting...Wednesday, Oct. 1 at
3:00 p.m. in the Student Govern-
ment Office. We'll hear your
complaints and see what we can do
about them.
Book Sale
The Trinity College Library will
hold its annual fall booksale in the
library lobby Wed., Thurs., Fri.,
Oct. 1,2,3.
La Dot Boutique *
announces
BIRTHDAY CLEARANCE SALE
LaCoste Shirts - Only $7.00!!
21 colors to choose from
Stop by Our Showroom Northam 302 or call 246-7854
Prop. Robin D. Smith 76j^jf . • « mm • ! • • u «m w • — -— — - — — , . .
OPEN 11 am - 12 p.m.
Weekdays & Sat.
12 am - 11 pm Sun.
297'/a
Washington St.
(Across From Htfd. Hospital)
CHEESE
HAM
SALMON
EGG PLAIN
CAPPICOLA
SAUSAGE
MEATBALL
TUNA FISH
ASSORTED
BLT.
ANTIPASTO
PLUS!
DELICIOUS DINNER?
LASAGNA
MANACOTTI
EGG PLANT PARMIGIANA
SPAGHETTI
PIZZAS
MOZZARELLA
ONION
PEPPER
SAUSAGE
MEAT BALL
BACON
MUSHROOM
ANCHOVIES
PEPPERONI
COMBOSSHELLS
FOR FAST SERVICE - PHONE 527-7764 BEFORE LEAVING YOUR HOUSE
Teach
Swimming
The swimming teacher at the
Arsenal School in Hartford is
looking for assistance in helping
children learning to swim. There is
a special need with kindergarten
age children and Spanish-speaking
youngsters. The prime need is on
Thursdays from 8:30 to 2:30 but
volunteers could also be used on
other days.
For further information.please
call the swimming teacher* - Mrs.
Tracy, in the late afternoon and
evenings, 658-7283, or during school
hours, 566-66
For further information please
call the swimming teacher,' Mrs.
Tracy, in the late afternoon and
evenings, 658-7283, or during school
hours, 566-6528.
Selective Service
Registration
The law which requires you to
register with the Selective Service
System is still in full Force and
effect. For many years, young men
were required to register within a
'few days of their 18th birthday. The
registration procedures were
changed on April 1, 1975. Now,
instead of registering within a few
days of your 18th birthday, you will
be required to register during a
single annual registration period.
The first annual registration will
be conducted during early 1976.
The plans for annual registration
are not yet complete. Therefore,
the actual date will not be an-
nounced until late in 1975.
At that time, a Presidential,
Proclamation will announce a new
registration procedure. A
nationwide publicity campaign will
be launched simultaneously to
inform you of the date of the annual
registration. Your local news
media will have information on the
places where you may register.
Remember, the law still requires
all 18-year-old men to register with
Selective Service. Only the
procedures are being changed. The
first annual registration will be
held in early 1976, If you were born
in 1957, or earlier, and you did not
register on or before April 1, 1975,
you are in the age group which will
register in the first annual
registration period. If you did
register before April 1, 1975, you
will not be required to register
again.
There IS a
difference!!!
PREPARE FOR:
Ove' 35 years
oi. experience
and success
'Voluminous hom.
Sludv materials
Courses mat are
Smaii
pen drfyi
evenings V
MCAT
OAT
LSAT
GRE
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QCAT
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Compipie law?
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missed lessons
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fit IUCA.HUNS •*•
« MANHATTAN BKLYN LI NJ
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:
•KftPUN
« EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD
% (212)336 5300
• f 516] 538-4555 • (20D254W20
wr,te 1675 East fS(h Street -
Brooklyn, NY. 11223
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...Bantam Defense
(Continued from page 2o)
Statistically, however, it was
admittedly the Ephmen's game.
Leading their counterpart in
almost every offensive category, it
was only in kicking that Williams
could not match Trinity's per-
formance. Being called on to .punt
at ten different times in the game,
Maus averaged an excellent 45.4
yds, with three attempts sur-
passing the 50 yard mark. Leading
ground gainers for Trinity were
junior fullback Pat Heffernan with
56 yrds. on 22 attempts, Wholley
with 31 yds. on "7 attempts, and
Brennan with 12 yds on 3 attempts.
In passing Rose was 5 for 13 for 54
yds. -
Bantam Coach Don Miller,
although obviously disappointed,
lauded the defense and the kicking
game as high points in his team's
effort. The former as he put it
"overcame much adversity on a
number of situations" in their bid
for the shutout, but regrettably the
34 yd. field goal by Williams
prevented this. "I really thought
we would win". he added, "and
therefore I'm disappointed, but
there were some good points in our
game. "I cannot help but be op-
timistic."
During the game Trinity was
penalized a total of 48 yds to the
Ephmen's 57. The Bantams
fumbled nine times but recovered
seven, whereas their opponent lost
four of their six on recoveries by
Niland (2), Uluski, and Wholley.
Interceptions by O'Leary and
Wiggin also helped stop Ephmen
scoring drives.
It was truly the Trinity defense's
show.
Unfortunately however, though
perhaps less dramatically, thesame
holds true for Williams.
Soccer Suffers
Second Loss
by Ira Goldman
The Trinity Varsity Soccer team
saw its record dip to 0-2 this
weekend as they dropped a hard-
fought 2-0 decision to Williams
College. For the second week in a
row, the visiting Bantams were at
a distinct disadvantage due to the
currently contested NCAA
regulation which restricts
traveling squad size to only 18
players. As the Bantams have
suffered numerous injuries to key
personnel during the past seven al
weeks, this controversial rule has
severely hampered their ability to.
bring ample reserves.
This NCAA regulation, which
also applies to football, baseball,
basketball, and various other
sports, is now being argued in
court, due to litigation initiated by
Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant of
Alabama State University. A
restraining order was issued in the
case of football squad sizes, but the
NCAA restrictions are still being
applied to soccer squads. A final
court decision is still pending and
will hopefully be resolved during
the next few weeks.
Things do not get any better for
the Bantams however, as due to a
quirk in scheduling, they must hit
the road again next weekend,
traveling to Boston to play MIT. In
fact, out of 12 contests this year,
the Bants are scheduled for only 2
Saturday games at home.
The visitors were very much in
the game during the first half, as
ATOPAflFILMS, INC.
SFD RELEASE
A CALLIE-LEVY FILM
SEE THE MOST RIDICULOUS CAST OF CHARACTERS
EVER ASSEMBLED. YOU'LL HOWL AT THE ANTICS OF:
"HARRY THE S E X MANIAC" • "USCHI BAZZOOM"
" D O I T A G A I N M A T I 1 U A " • "SUSIE SUPER FAN"
"OMAR, WORLD'S GREATEST LOVER" a "MORRIS, THE PUSHY PEDDLER"
" T H E S W A N E E R I V E H K I D " • "SCOTTY THE SHEEPHERDER"
...AND EIGHTY MORE CRAZIES WHO WILL KEEP YOU
IN STITCHES FROM BEGINNING TO END!
Mats.
Mon.-Fri.
99<t
Showtimes
2:15-7:45-9:30
GINEMACITY
ROCKER RECLINER CHAIRS-TEL.S4S-0030
/ BRAINARD RO AT f-91 HARTFORD
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the two teams played to a scoreless
tie at halftime, Both teams missed
scoring opportunities, while
Trinity goalie Clay Carley was
• outstanding in the nets. Carley was
hurt and missed the Bowdoin
game, but his netminding against
the Ephmen proved to be Trinity's
most important asset. Jeff Keller
also played a strong game at right
fullback to team with Carley in
keying the Trinity defense.
The two scores by the hosts, both
in the second half, came not so
much, from Trinity defensive
lapses but rather by well-executed
offensive thrusts. One goal was a
fast-break affair, while the other
William's score came off a head-in
after an excellent crossing pass. As
a whole, Williams was able to
move the ball well. On the other
hand, the Trinity offense played
rather inconsistently, not being
able to put together solid threats.
This may be partly attributable to
the fact that the Bantams have
been plagued by injuries, causing
the offensive starting lineup to be
rather unstable. It requires much
teamwork and playing together as
a unit to mold a consistent offense,
something that Trinity has been
unable to accomplish in the first
two games of the season.
Co-Captain Hobie Porter noted
Photo by Stove Roberts
that Williams wax a very solid,
aggressive team and probably the
toughest squad that Trinity will
face this year, even better than
Bowdoin. The squad now feels thai
the two toughest games art' out of
the way, and is optimistic atxmt the
remaining 10 contests.
Porter also nolud that both Tom
Richards and Jim McGrath playwl
excellent, aggressive ganu'.s al
halfback. McGrath wns-not a
starlur but did sec ;i considerable
amount of action. Hopefully, things
will improve considerably next
Saturday as the Bantams travel to
MIT for a 2:IX) p.m. nmte.sl.
[TRAVEL! . ..EARN MONEY . . . be a Campus representative for
New England's largest Travel Agency. Interested students, write
GARBER TRAVEL 1406 Beacon St., Brookline, Ma. 02146 or call
(617) 7342100 collect to Peter Johnson.
lUIMMMUMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMi
OPEN 24 HRS.
239 Washington St.
(One Street Over From Friendly's)
BREAKFASTS - LUNCHES - DINNERS
SNACKS
YOTyi fWr^iWITTT^
Ladies Sperry top Sider
SNEAKER
$9.99 reg. 14.95
Jogging Flats
S18-9S reg. 23.95
Hooded Sweatshirts
$7.50 req. 9,95
COLLFM: SPORT SHOP|
112 New Britain Avenue
( 3 min. from campus)
247-9905
"You've tried the rest; now come try the best'
Wine •Liquor • Keg Beer
23 New Britain Ave.
247-2214
"Stop in and say hello to Tom'
STWJ
*8r
•<?•-
Tickets
Trinity students, faculty,
administration and staff, upon
presentation of I.D. cards, will
be admitted free to the first two
matches of the tournament
scheduled to start at 2:00 p.m.
on Friday, October 3 at the
Ferris Center.
Ushers
Needed: women to usher at
the Grand Masters Tennis
Tournament Friday night,
Saturday night, and/or Sunday
afternoon, October 3-5. If in-
terested call Jane Millspaugh
(Ext. 453) or send name, box n,
and available times to Jane at
the Ferris Athletic Center.
Here's your chance to see great
tennis "free."
llobetli
Among the Grand
Masters at Trinity's
Ferris Athletic Center
will be Europe's most
f a m o u s p l a y e r s
Jaroslav Drobny and
the legendary Poncho
Segura. The Con-
necticut Bank and Trust
Company and the
Trinity Club of Hartford
are co-hosting the event
for which the Hartford
E a s t e r S e a l s
Rehabilitation Center
will be the beneficiary.
Photo by Dave Levin
Trinity Yachters Hoist Sails
Photo by Dave Levin
by Ira Goldman
For those of you unaware, Trinity
has a yacht club and it is open to
any interested members of the
Trinity community. Funded by
S.A.C., it is considered a student
organization, not a sport, and
thereby encourages maximum
participation.
At the present time, 50 students
have expressed interest in the
Trinity Yacht Club according to
Richard Walton, a longtime
member. The club is always in-
terested in new members. People
who have sailing experience are
preferred but anyone is welcome.
It is difficult however, for begin-
ners in sailing to learn the sport
here because Trinity owns no fleet
of its own. Acquiring a fleet of
boats is one the club's long-range
goals, as Walton noted.
Trinity participates in inter-
collegiate sailing, competing
against such schools as Harvard,
Yale, Brown, Coast Guard and
Princeton. These schools have
fleets of their own, composed of
dinghyes, which are used by all
teams in the regatta. Trinity will
participate in 6 regattas this fall.
One of the biggest events of the
year occurs on Oct. 11, when the
Corinthian Club of New York
sponsors a regatta at Stamford
Connecticut. In this event, the club
provides 40 foot boats for each
team's use. Trinity is currently in
the process of trying to assemble a
10-man crew for this regatta.
Regatta fees are paid out of the
SAC -• alloted budget while other
costs are taken from membership
fees.
Anyone interested in the Trinity
Yacht Club can contact Jim Cobbs
at Ogilby 34 (2494829) or Richard
Walton at Jarvis 321 (246-8325).
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mm JOHN'S
ICE CREAM AND SANDWICH SHOPPE
STORRS, CONN. - 1 MILE FROM UCONN.
We've Got A New Location Close B{j
AT THE WEST FARMS MALI(Lower Level Next To "The Movies")SUPERB
SANDWICHES
HEARTY
PLATTERS
SUPER
SUNDAES
;ii«i
a
ALL ITEMS ON OUR MENU CAN BE
PACKAGED TO TAKE OUT
Call Ahead 521 6894
Featuring 27 flavors of
• mm i
DAIRY'S
Pure Natural Flavor Ice Cream
. . . NO STRINGS ATTACHED . . .
Bring this coupon with you any Sunday during the
month of October, IW5 to our West Farms Store
we'll give you a large dish of ice cream AT NO CHARGE
No Other Purchase Necessary
Store Hours
MON. SAT. 9s00 a.m. to 10:00p.m.
SUNDAY 12 NOON 10:00 p.m.
Bantam Defense Stifles Ephmen
by Wayne N. Cooke
The Trinity College football team
seeking to avenge its only loss of
last season, confronted Williams
this past Saturday at Williamstown
in a game that saw neither team
able to muster any more than a
field goal, Playing on a rain-
drenched field in their season's
openers, both squads, noted in the
past for their high-powered,
highscoring offenses were forced
into a predominantly defensive
struggle, which finally resulted in
the 3-3 lie.
Unindicated by the score,
however, the contest was far from
an unexciting one. Highlighted by
the man-handling tactics of the
defense, the kicking game of Mike
Maus, and occasional flashes of
brilliance by the, offense, whatever
thrills were absent numerically
found themselves in crucial
situations that, from the opening
kickoff, never subsided.
Following the first half field goal
by senior place-kicker Mike Maus,
numerous attempts at prolonging a
scoring drive were attempted by
both teams. Trinity's efforts,
however, unlike those of the Eph-
men, were frequently hindered by
poor field position due to three
fumble recoveries within their own
fifteen yard line and two in-
terceptions also deep in their own
territory. The offense did never-
theless show its true form on oc-
casion but untimely fumbles and
penalties prevented the formation,
of any sustained march to paydirt.
Led by senior co-captain George
Rose at quarterback, the offense
amassed a total of 139 total yards
with the two longest plays each
accounting for twenty-three yard
gains. The first of these , an out-
standing run, off a draw by senior
halfback John Wholley preceded
Maus' successful kick. The second
came d,uring what amounted to
Trinity's final fourth quarter bid
for a score on a diving reception by
starting split end Tom Lines, on the
William's 42. This was followed by
an 11 yard run by sophomore Mike
Brennan, playing in his varsity
debut, and a 12 yd pass play to Tom
Melkus on the Williams 21. Here
the drive was halted, however, and
with 6:31 remaining on the clock a
41 yard field goal attempt by Maus
veered off to the right and the score
Photo by Steve Roberts
Photo by Steve Roberts
Shults
Elected
NEBCA
Head
Robert E. "Robie" Shults, head
coach of Trinity's varsity
basketball team, has recently been
elected President of the New
England Basketball Coaches
Association (NEBCA). For the
past three years Schults has served
as Secretary, Treasurer, and Vice-
President of NEBCA. The 1975-_76
' basketball season will mark
Schults' twelfth year as head coach
of the Trinity team. The 1973-74
team finished with a record of 17-7,
and Schults won his lOOth game as
coach against Wesleyan late in the
season.
Also head coach of Trinity's
varsity baseball team and fresh-
man soccer team, Schults is a
member of the National
Association of Basketball Coaches,
a member of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association,
and has served on the College New
England Player Selection Com-
mittee for the past four years. He
has been a member of the Trinity
faculty since 1957 and attained the
rank of Associate Professor of
Physical Education in 1967.
RESEARCH PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page, mail order catalog of
5,500 topics. Enclose $1.00 to cover postage and handling.
COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
1720 PONTIUS AVE., SUITE 201
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.90025
Name .
Address.
City
State. Z ip_
SUMMIT HILL
455 Zion
"Down The Hill From Trinity.
Need We Say More?"
Phil & Jerry, permittees
House
114 New Britain Ave., Hartford
(Corner Broad St. & New Britain Ave )
Open LATE 7 Days a Week
10% discount to Trinity Students with I.D. 527-9088
remained 3-3.
Williams however was not lo be
denied and after a change of
possions, coming off an in-
terception by John Wiggin and
Maus. punt, the Ephmen roared all
the way to the Trinity 12 yard line
with just a little over a minute
remaining in the game. It was here
that the Bantam's defensive unit
was put to their sternest lest of the
afternoon. On a second down and
six situation the Williams fullback
sliced through a hole in the interior
line that was good for a gain of
three yards. Upon being tackled
however by defensive lineman
John Griglun, senior middle
linebacker George Niland, playing
one of the best games of his career,
wrestled the ball away from its
struggling carrier and thereby
prevented, for all intensive pur-
poses, the would be heartbreaking
loss.
As well as the defense played
however, it was perhaps the
overall effort and leadership of
Niland which enabled them to be as
unified and effective as they were.
Along with the game-saving play in
the closing minute, the veteran
lincbackei W.I.N Mimlarly
responsible I'ttr a mil her such
fumble as well as haulling the
opponent during a .sustained drive
on a fourth ami inches situation at
the Trinity 25.
Such a play, however, .seemed to
bo rather a commonplace oc-
eurenee for the aftertitxm, as time
after lime, upon beting threatened
by the William's onrushere the
Trinity defensive unit rose to the
occasion. On tour chs'mct oc-
casions throughout Uie game, in
fact, the Ephmen found ilu-m-
selves within their oppoi)l'"t-s X
yard line eaeh time in lit-'warded
off by (he hard-hitting Bantams.
Anchored by the impermeable
front live of Don <Jr.ilmw.ski. Unry
Zabel, Victor Novae, (Jriclun and
Rich Uluski and (he defensive
prowess of senior co captain Sieve
Thoren, Wiggcn, and Juniors Dave
Jancarski and Hob o'Lwiry in the
secondary, Trinity's defense ap-
peared nearly as impenetrable and
majestic as one of .surrounding
Berkshire's.
(Continued on p;i!.;i' I si
PAPERS
'N
A PENNY
A Sale of Sorts
At Hartford's Leading Head Shop
tui/ one pack rollini/ papers,
reive Jnd fur one vent.
• Also lle'.c (fifts fur re,\itleiiet ,
mind and hud)/.
• *!>!> Slmleiit il'utirhed puehi'je
from the mulct m <</* Si minis.
• Concert Ticket*
11--<! Daily, 'til !> Thurv
11 Ilcalii Street
